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Abstract 

Human rights education is growing in importance woridwide. The role of schoois 

can play an vital roie in huma rights education. Textbooks provide an important source 

of information, knowledge and understanding for -dents' awareness and advocacy in 

their Society and the world. The study investigates the role of textbooks in Alberta's 

Social Studies courses. 

The primary research methodology of the study is a qualitative content analysis 

of a select number of senior high school Social Studies textbooks used in Alberta over the 

past three years. A conceptuai âamework of human rights prhciples, issues and 

practices is designed based on major international hurnan rights instruments pertinent to 

the United Nations Decade for Human Rights Education and used to critically anaiyze the 

textbook content for its ability to empower pmctical activities beyond the mere provision 

of information. 

A comprehensive range of civil, political, economic, s o d  and miturai rights is 

iaciuded in the cuding fhnework. A deMeci checklist is used to ide* issues of human 

rights found in the content of textbooks. The sîudy indicates that at present, Alberta 

textbooks cannot serve as the sole source for students and teachi. Supplementary 

resources are required in order to provide a huxnan rights education using Alberta 

textbooks in theV present form 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1948. the Universal Declaration of Human rights was endorsed by the United Nations 

as an international nom to uphold the rights and freedoms of al1 human beings. The 

Declaration not only reaffirmed the vital role of civil and political rights of human beings 

found in earlier constitutional documents but it also articulated a range of economic, 

social, and cultural rights to which al1 human beings rire entitled. Since 1948, the field of 

human rights has been elaborated and implemented in substantive detail through many 

instruments known as covenants, conventions, and deciarations. 

During the 5oth commemontion of the Universal Declmtion of Human rights in 

1998, there was wide consensus in official circles as well as nongovemrnental (NGO) 

movements worldwide on three issues. 

First, the Declaration and subsequent covenants and subsidiq instruments have laid 

crucial foundations for the promotion and upliftment of human rights in al1 levels of life. 

Second, despite sipificant progress in protecting human rights in many countries and 

regions, there is still a serious gap between theory and pnctice in upholding the rights 

and freedoms of billions of humûn beings in the world. Violations of human rights in al1 ' 

its foms continue unabated especially in South contexts. But even in affluent libenl- 

democntic societies, some areas of human rights promotion remain deficient such as the 

rights of aboriginal peoples, "visible minorities," gays and lesbians, and people in 

socioeconomic deprivation. 

The third issue highlights the role of education in the theory and practice of human 

rights after five decades of the Universal Declmtion of Human Rights. Human r@ts 

education is now regarded as indispensable in promoting human rights. As people are 

educated about their rights and the rights of others, they are empowered to protect and 

promote those rights. In many situations, the lack of awareness among citizens that they 



are entitled to basic rights and freedoms has enabled individuals, institutions, and systems 

to commit violations of these rights. Furthemore, educating for human ringhts seeks to 

catalyze awareness into coungeous action to build more just, democntic, and ultimately 

peaceful relationships and structures. 

Human nghts education should lead to a peaceful world that shares resources and 

where each human being, respectful of the rights of othen, can freely fulfill a promise of 

potential and hisher persona1 and societal obligations to humanity. Illiteracy, poverty, 

war, greed, joblessness. homelessness, hopelessness, hunger, disease, crimes. premature 

death, torture and dictatonhips are the symptoms of human nghts violations, neglect. 

arrogance and a Iack of human rights education. At present, human rights education is 

absent where it is most needed: the poor, the unskilled, the uneducated, the unhealthy, the 

young, and the old, particulürly in developing nations. Among the privileged few who do 

receive human rights educütion, there a n  those who choose, for personal advantage. to 

digest the information but fail to act to build a culture of human rights. These statements 

are supponed by the contents of the Human Development Report 1999 (UNDP) and it is 

a theme stated throughout the report. 

The role of humün rights education in the world is dependent upon several key factors 

such as the political will of govemments and individual citizens; the financial resources 

available to individuds and to govemrnents; the military, police and judiciary respecting 

life and the rule of law as stated in international human nghts instruments; the bdancing 

of past and cument corporate activities with their once and future obligations to local and 

global rights: the social activities of families and comrnunities as well as practices 

undertaken in a society; and the know ledge accessible to individuals and to govemments. 

On December 23, 1994, the UN General Assembly adopted resolution 491 181 and 

proclaimed 19952004 as the United Nations Decade (January 1, 1995 - December 3 1, 

2004) for Human Rights Education. The UN Decade for Human Rights Education 

compliments, enhances and originates from earlier international human nghts 



instruments. They include the Universal Declantion of Human Rights, Article 26: 

"education shall be directed to the full development of the human peaonality and to the 

strengthening of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms," and the 

Intemationai Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Article 13 and the 

Convention on the Rights of the Child, Article 28 (UN Resolution 491184). 

The theoretical knowledge of human rights and its practical application were 

established as an educational policy priority by the Commission on Human Rights with 

resolution 1993/56 on March 9, 1993. The UN High Cornrnissioner for Human Rights 

created a Plan of Action (Resolution 1994151) to implement the UN Decûde for 

Education and through the Social and Economic Counci 1, the Secretary-GeneraI 

submitted it ro the forty-ninth session of the General Assembly (UN Resolution 391184). 

The Plan of Action would contain the phciples that (1) education is a life-long 

process and more than the mere provision of information, (3) people at al1 levels of 

developrnent, in al1 stnta of society should leam respect for the dignity of othen and the 

means and methods that societies ensure it, (3) people would mean men and women of al1 

aps ,  including diverse segments of society , children, indigenous peoples, minori ties and 

disabled pesons, (4) to realize one's human potential, men, women and children must 

know their civil, cultunl, economic, political and social human rights, (5) human rights 

education is a prerequisite individual human right for the societal realization of human 

rights, democracy and social justice (UNESCO, Montreal, 1993). for harmonious inter- 

community relations, mutuai tolerance, understanding and peace (UN Resolution 

491 1 84). 

Worldwide, the= are increasing efforts to promote human rights through educationd 

institutions at all levels. As the next generation of children is socidized Wou& to 

adulthood, schools provide a vital d e  by teaching successive genemtions to understand 

and to practice respect for human rights. 



In the North, and slowly in a growing number of South counuies, school cumcula 

and programs have been attempting to intepte  undestanding of human nghts issues. 

While it would be rare to find human rights as a separate subject in schools, proponents 

of human rights education and related fields such as peace education and global 

education have shown how human rights issues can be infused in diverse topics in many 

subject areas especially but not exclusively in social studies. In Alberta and other 

Canadian provinces. students are expected to develop a good understanding of key 

constitutional instniments like the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms and other 

instruments that enable specific rights to be upheld (e.g. statutory: Multiculturalism Act). 

From elementary levels, students are also educated on the importance of respecting the 

rights of othen. and to practice relating with everybody based on nonviolence. 

acceptance of diversity. justice and democracy, al1 of which underpin a culture of human 

rights. 

In Alberta, durine the 90s. the Alberta Teachers Association (ATA) Global Education 

Project has also encouraged humiin rights education under the overdl goals of creating a 

just, nonvioient, and sustainable world Nationwide, ageencies such as the Provincial 

Hurnan Rights Commission, Canadian Heritage, and NGOs have aiso assisted teachen in 

focusing on such human rights issues as discrimination based on ncdethnicity, gender 

and sexual orientation, physical violence (e-g.. bullying and domestic abuse), and sexual 

hmssment. 

This study is an attempt to assess one key dimension in implementing human nghts 

education through the cumculum area of Social Studies, namely the role played by 

textbooks. While supplementq learning resources distrïbuted by the Alberta Learning 

Resource Distribution Centre and Heritage Canada are regu1;irly used in classrooms, 

department recornrnended textbooks clearly serve as a source of knowledge and 

undentanding of human rights for high school students. For teachen. these textbooks are 

potentid tools for human rights education. It is therefore important to conduct research to 



assess whether and how a sample of high school Social Studies textbooks may or may not 

be helping teachers to bring human rights education into Social Studies teaching. 

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

Prior to an elabontion of the research problem. it is pertinent to clarify the conceptuai 

framework of the study. This study rnakes the assumption that the state of the world is a 

matter of choices made by individuals and groups, views local and global problems as 

issues of human rights, and considers human rights education to be a vital means of 

transforming Our choices. A holistic approach based on the principle of hurnan dignity is 

applied in this study. In a legalistic fnmework, international human rights instruments set 

formal obligations and standards on governments and arms of govemments nther than on 

private organizations and individuals acting outside of govemments. However, 

conceptually and pnctically. in the everyday world, human rights values and noms apply 

to the prxtices of al1 human beings, institutions and other societd structures and systems. 

Moreover, within societies. existing laws and regulations also facilitate the maintenance 

of relationships and structures that uphold human rights in its various forms and levels. 

At the international and global levels, human rights advocacy is dso focusing on the role 

of powerful pnvate agencies, such as the transnational corporations, in human rights 

promotion or violation (Peoples Decade of Human Rights Education, 1995). Human 

Rights educators therefore seek to tnnscend a narrow legalistic approach in educûting 

about and for human rights. 

As discussed in more detail in Chapter 2, human rights education has expanded as a 

field of educationd theory and practice in rnany regions. In this regard, a key 

intemationai agency has been UNESCO whose prognms have highlighted inteption of 

human rights understanding and advocac y (Senarclens, 1983). For example, the 

Associated Schools Roject established in 1953 has encouraged children and youth to 

participate in promoting UNESCO ideas of peace, human rights, and international 



understanding. The 1974 UNESCO recommendations concerning Education for 

International Understanding, Cooperation and Peace and Education Relating to Human 

Rights and Fundamental Freedoms were infiuential c hannels for human nghts education. 

More recently, in Vienna (1993), the World conference on Human Rights reiterated the 

importance of hurnan rights education and proposed the UN Decade for Human Eüghts 

Education (1995-20û4). The Vienna Declaration stated thatt: 

Hriman riglits edrtcation. training and public in formation were essential 
for the promotion and acliievement of stabie and harmoniorts relations 
amortg commrtniiies and for fostering rnritrtal rinderstanding. tulerance 
and peace. It called on ail States and insriiritions io inclrtde iirtman riglits. 
Itrrrnaniiarian law. democracy and ntle of law as srtbjects in the citrricula 
of al2 leaming institrttions in fonnal and non-formal setrings. ( 1993. p. 67) 

In various countnes and regions, efforts to promote human rights education have 

proceeded at various rates depending on political, social. cultural and educational factors. 

Especiall y in school contexts, human rights education is invariabl y integrated into core 

subject areas such as Social Studies. Human rights are often also a crucial component of a 

range of educational rnovements or areas (e.g., global education, peace education, moral 

education, civic or citizenship education) (S tarkey, 199 1; Eide, 1983; Tarrow, 1987). In 

Canada, hurnan nghts education has been promoted by agencies such as provincial 

human rights commissions and teachen associations, and acadernics within the 

framework of peace education and global education. The Manitoba Human Rights 

Commission (Burch, 199 1). for example, developed an institutional framework w hereb y 

al1 aspects of school poolicies and pnctices can be assessed for its human àghts content 

and process. The ATA's Global Education Project and its Safe and CYing School 

Program have stressed that teachers and students need to undentand human àghts 

pnnciples and practice these in their school and comrnunity life. Likewise, multiculturai 

education has been ''instrumental in developing awareness, sensitivity, and the 



irnplementation of humm rights and human rights education regarding ethnicity, race, 

religion, national origin, citizenship, and [other analogous] rights such as equality before 

the Iaw" (McLeod, 1991, p. 164). 

Conceptudly, this study also draws from the work of a human rights educator and 

advocate, Betty Reardon (1995). Betty Reardon, founding Director of the International 

Institute on Peace Education, defines two objectives of the Decade for Human Rights 

Education as: "(1) ail human beings should be made aware of the rights accorded to them 

by the Univenal Declmation of Human Rights and the international instruments for its 

implementation, procedures for redress, and that political authorities and citizens ... can be 

held accountable .... (2) ... Facilitate society's becoming aware of problems that impede the 

realizûtion of human rights, ... and ways to resolve those pmblems" (1995, p. 4). 

In most cases. societies and individuals know when they are violating human rights 

but have been taught that it is acceptable for whatever reason. Sometimes the excuse is 

that if a certain individual or a certain group of people must suffer in whatever way and 

to whatever degree. it is for the "greater good." For instance, the Seville Statement On 

Violence (Adams. 1989) questions the belief that war is inevitable. The Geneva 

Convention of 1949 on Prisonen of War sets rules for the treatment of prisonen and it is 

only one of numerous treaties throughout centuries where countries have set niles for the 

conduct of warfare. The United States dropped the atomic bombs on civilian Japanese 

cities based on the officia1 reasoning of "saving" an estimiited million casualties that may 

have been lost by defeating Japan by conventional means. Human nghts should be 

teaching that the value of one person is inviolable. No sacrifice is acceptable, even for 

the so-called p a t e r  good. 

Reardon descnbes the Decade for Human Rights Education as: 

. .. a set of tools .JO limit and ... to eliminate social. stncctrrral and polirical 
violence ... by creating minimum conditions of human rights as a foundorion of a 



non-violent social order. ..defined as positive peace which would ... reduce the 
causes ofwar. (1995, p. 4) 

She connects positive peace which includes social and econornic justice, with 

negative peace, through "elimination of armed conflict ... and politicai repression imposed 

by force ..." (Reardon, 1995, p. 4). Forms of armed conflict or the exercise of military, 

economic, political and structural power has shaped the development of the world and it 

has been used as a means of detemiining whose values would become the standard values 

of justice. In order to preserve human dignity of some peoples, countries and individuûls 

have violated human dignity of others, with millions of victims and many sacrifices 

(hurnan, animal, plant and environmental). 

Can humûn rights education eliminate poverty. greed, hunger. religion, boundary or 

ideologicnl disputes between countries or possessions that are at the root of so many 

conflicts? Can it undo past injustices, or revive to life the loved ones kiiled. taken from 

families who cannot replace them, or from relatives who care for nobody remaining alive 

on the planet and who are willing to die for the justice of revenge? The future rnust leap 

past the interconnected and cyclic vengeance pits of the past but that can only occur on 

the holistic bui s  of values and choices, often clouded by the emotions of injury. despüir. 

injustice, destitution and anger. 

While Reardon's holistic approach is based on "core values of dignity and integrity ... 

from which a11 human nghts emerge," holism comprises the idea of interconnection. I 

define dignity as comprising respect for what each life is woah and dthough 1 do 

consider it to be innate, my view is that recognition of digity in al1 forins of iife is a 

choice based not only on the value of human rights but on the value of d l  life md of the 

Earth itself. Even if we believe in human rights, we must choose to live by them or not 

and we must determine when they apply and under what conditions they do not, 

especially when nghts conflict or are blatantly violated The remedy for violation 

presents a complex dilema fraught with emrs of judgment and the contradiction of 



societal justification for violating individual rights "with reasonable force" to preserve 

international and national standards. 

Human rights should therefore include respect for the dignity of al1 forms of life and 

the Earth at their core and this study will focus on human rights clustered into the 

following divisions: 

1. Civil Rights: Measures of Equality, Rights of Dignity, Freedoms of Choice: 

2. Political Rights: Freedoms of Affiliations, Freedoms of Activities; 

3. Economic Rights: Work Rights, Right to freely pursue one's economic development. 

Minimum Living Standards; 

4. Social Rights: Right to Education, Right to Health Care, Right to Development; 

5. Cultural Rights: Language, Cultural Development. Right to culture, to participate in a 

cultural life 

These divisions will be explained in more detail in the coding framework section of 

Chapter 3 on research rnethodology. 

Reardon States "two fundamental value concepts of human rights education for global 

responsibility" which 1 support: "human relationships based on the dignity of a11 persons 

and global citizenship" (Reardon, 1995, p. 7) and 1 would add a third CO be preservation 

of the Exth rather than reverence for it, and 1 would add the dignity of al1 life forms as a 

founh fundmental value. Dignity of life cannot be exclusive only to humans; it must be 

universal to dl forms of life. 

Reardon describes genentions of rights (1995, p. 8-9). By her terminology. this 

study would focus on two genentions of individual rights. Civil and political rights are 

categorized as "restraints on the power of the state over citizens to assure freedom." 

Economic and social rights are classified as "obligations of the state to the citizens to 

assure economic and social well-being." A third generation she labels "collective or 

solidrinty nghts" but this study includes rnany of these rights such as self-deterxnination 

within the so-cailed generatiqns of individual rights. Cultural rights rnay fit into 



Reardon's third generation but like her fourth generation of rights classified as "crimes 

against humanity," these third and fourth generation of rights fit comfortably into the fïve 

clusters I use in the analysis rather than clutter the study with discussion of generations of 

rights. For this study, it is sufficient to recognize that rights provide resnaints and 

obligations on the relationship between states and citizens. But as eariier noted, a holistic 

hurnan rights education perspective must include the rights and responsibilities of al1 

individuals and groups in ai! forms of relationships. 

This study adopts what Reardon describes as "an international standards and 

institutions appmach" which she describes as "the most effective conceptual approach to 

hurnan rights education through the international standards themselves, the principles. 

decluations, covenants, and conventions that are the foundations of international human 

rights law promulgated by the United Nations" (1995, p. 9). Reardon funher explains that 

it  is: 

... a holistic approacli ... (1 1 to dmionstrnte ... define. assess. arid detemine the 
severiy of ... major world problems drmonstrared by ... values conceptrialiced. .. 
wirliin international standards. and ( 2 )  tu provide noms for assessiiig trends 
toivards or aivay from a world comm~inity und global social integration and (3 )  to 
assess the df i i t ion and growtlz of rrniversali~ ... in rights definecl in the face of 
social wrongs. (1995, p. 10) 

This study thus applies the international standards of the Universal Declantion of 

Human Rights, with a particular focus upon the International Covenants On Civil and 

Political Rights and Economic, Social and Cultural Rights in a global perspective and 

adapted to Canadian instmrnents such as the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. 

If they are to be effective sources of knowledge and understanding of human rights 

education, the textbooks under and ysis should provide Alberta students with the relevant 

tools for awareness and advocac y. 

In complementary frishion, a reconstructionist position is taken to suggest how 

knowledge from the Alberta textbooks may be used for social change or for 



transfomative action. Do the textbooks identify social wrongs and suggest how to apply 

the values of human rights to address them? For instance, do they describe how women 

obtained the vote in Canada or other countries; and do they address the issue of children 

having a voice in matters that affect their interests? As Reardon states, such processes 

are "education for authentic democracy" ( 1995, p. 13). 

Why are international human rights standards important? According to Reardon 

(1995), they are (1) a means to "assess ... values of human dignity and social justice" (p. 

13), they are (7) "indicators of the development of peaceful and just societies" (p.13) and 

they are (3) "guides to development of social responsibility among leamen" (p.13). She 

has created a flexible developmental sequence and suggests human rights education is 

"best undentood [by] issues and problems [it is] intended to address" (p. 14). This study 

conducts a search in Alberta textbooks for such issues and problems and analyzes 

w hether the y are addressed by international human rights standards. 

Reardon bases human rights values upon human dignity and a social contract of 

reciprocal rights and responsibilities between citizens and states. She sugests that high 

school textbooks should "deal directly with the realities of [high school students'] lives" 

( 1995, p. 2 1). Following Reardon's perspective, do Alberta's testbooks address the 

realities of students' lives? Reardon further suggests that reconstructionist textbooks 

should confront human rights abuses with (1) public awareness, (2) analysis of 

causes ... and remedies proposed and tried, and introduce the concepts of (3) moral 

e.rcIttsion that considers penons or groups outside the bounds in which rules of fairness 

apply and (4) moral responsibilify that comprises individual and social responsibility to 

speak out or act to stop righu violations against othea. Students thus "assess vaiues" and 

"rnake choices" under conditions where they will have "questions of nsk and sacrifice" 

on whether or not to speak out and act (p. 21). High school students are capable of 

making choices and of taking social action. 



Research Probiem 

In sum, guided by the conceptual issues of human rights education summarized in the 

precedin; section, this study seeks to analyze the content of two senior high Social 

Studies textbooks in Alberta from the perspective of human nghts education. Based on 

such a content analysis, the study draws implications for the role of Social Studies 

textbooks in promoting the undentanding and practice of human rights among senior 

high school students. 

More specifically, the study asks what key concepts does Alberta's human rights 

education framework offer to students? Does it provide students with a set of values to 

identify violations of human dignity (awareness) and what to do about them (advocacy)? 

What human rights education materials do the textbooks contain that are pertinent as 

tools for awareness and advocacy? 

The goal of human rights education 1s to change what we think so that Our values and 

choices result in more dignified local and global communities. Do Alberta textbooks 

contribute to achieving such a goal? 

Unfonunately, the international human rights instruments miiy not hoid individual 

citizens xcountable unless they develop the values and rnake the choice to adhere to 

international or national standards of dignity to which governments or arms of 

govemments may be held accountable. Do these two textbooks provide either awareness 

or knowledge of applicability to students? 

Do AIbena textbooks address crîteria used by govemments to justify the violation of 

rights and provide a means for students to assess the cnteria as either impartial or 

prej udicial? 

The realization of universal respect for huma. dignity and adherence to hurnan rights 

requires enforcement. Do Alberta textbooks address such difficult issues for student 

contemplation? Do Alberta textbooks detail how good intentions have unexpected 



consequences? Do Alberta tents recognize that rights provide restraints and obligations 

on the relationship between States and citizens? 

When confronted with a violation of their rights, do the Albena textbooks provide 

high school students with sufficient vdues, skills, and knowiedge to recognize, verbalize 

and actualize a remedy for themselves and for othen? 

Significance of the Study 

This study will draw implications for the role of Social Studies textbooks in promoting 

human rights education pertinent to human rights action. activities. participation andlor 

life skills among senior hi$ school students. It will clarify one important aspect of 

Canada's accomplishments in fuifilling its educational obligations as a signatory to the 

human rights instruments. It will help to partially assess Canada's capacity to fulfill the 

promise of 1995-3004 as the UN Decade for Human Rights Education. 

It is hoped that this srudy could daim thlit either Alberta Social Studies textbooks 

contain sufficient and necessary information to provide students with a human rights 

education or that Canadian obligations for the CM ~ e c a d e  for Human Rights Educlition 

were merely a temporary half-decade or decade effort of special informational packages 

without any long t e n .  life long plan for students. 



CRAPTER 2 

RELATED LITERATURE 

Introduction 

This review of related literature comprises two sections. First, a summary of key 

concepts, issues and problems in the theory and practice of human rights is presented. 

Second, the field of human rights education is clarified drawing on theoretical 

discussions as well as case studies and practicd exemplars in both North and South 

contexts. 

Human Rights 

The concept of human nghts maintains that al1 human beings are entitled to the 

fulfillrnent of rights and freedoms by virtue of being human. Although it was only in 

1948 that the Univenai Declaration of Human Rights was articulated and approved by 

the United Nations, some key values and pnnciples of human rights thinking and practice 

have already k e n  implicit in a range of political, social and cultural frameworks. For 

exarnple, the constitutional documents arising from the French and Amencan revolutions 

refer to various formal civil and political liberties or freedoms (SeIby, 1998). From a 

cultural perspective, diverse religions and faiths would also claim that key values and 

beliefs uphold human dignities and freedoms parallel to the promotion of human rights 

(UNESCO, 1995). 

In the framework of international human rights law, stress is laid on the relations 

between states and citizens. Hence, governments are regularly monitored to assess the 

degree to which they fulfill their obligations to uphold the human rights of their citizens. 

However, as earlier noted, from a holistic human rights education perspective, human 

rights should also apply to relationships between and among individuais andor groups, 

whether or not states are directly involved. Al1 rights are attached to responsibilities. 



Some rights are absolute and cannot be violated under any circumstance, while most 

other rights are conditional in order to ensure respect of the rights of others. Nations have 

a responsibility to provide special provisions in order to effectively fulfill the rights of 

basic disadvantaged groups (United Nations, 1993). 

Since the Universal Declaration on Human Rights was proclaimed in 1948, a host of 

covenants, conventions and declarations have ken  created. This body of instruments will 

continue to grow with efforts to elabonte and to implement specific rights. However, 

changes in societal philosophies and conditions will provide catalysts for such 

"evolution" in conceptualizing human rights theory and practice. 

Compnsing information provided by the United Nations High Commissioner For 

Human Rights with that of Kindred et al (2000), the following useful listing of vital 

human nghts instruments were able to be classified under several major categones of 

human rights. In the following list, two asterisks (**) indicate ratification and one 

asterisk (*) indicates signing by Canada. 

Charter of the United Nations** 

Three articles comprise the United Nations Human Rights Charter: The 1948 Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights, the 1966 Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the 

1966 Covenant on Social, Economic and Cultural Rights (United Nations, 1988). 

The UN Charter refers to human rights that were defined by the General Assembly 

(ARTS 13 and 62) and the Economic and Social Council (ART 62) through the creation 

of a Human Rights Commission that drafted an international Bill of Rights beginning in 

1946. ''The principle of non-intervention in the affairs of other States is reaffirmed in 

ART 2(7) of the UN Charter but human rights have now cawed a significant exception to 

the rule" (Kindred et al, 2000, p.776). 



Universal Declaration of Human Ri.&ts WDHR) - 1948"" 

This Declaration sets out the defining principles of human rights. Although it was 

originally non-binding on states, it has become customary law. 

Today, "human rights are now wellentrenched within the international legal system 

... no government challenges the existence of such rights or their applicability to state 

behavior taking place wholly within national temtory" (Kindred et ai, 2000. p.773). 

The UDHR is a source of reference for international human rights treaties within the 

UN organization, for regional human nghts treaties around the globe and for national 

human rights instruments of many countries, including Canada. 

Under Karel Vasak's generation of rights classification, collective rights are third 

generation rights set out in the UDHR, ART 28 (a right to a social and international legal 

order in which other rights can be realized). Universal solidarity attempts to share power 

and wealth of the world. Its proponents are developing countries and Aboriginal peoples. 

Examples include a right to development, peace and a healthy environment (Kindred et 

ai, 2000, pp.78 1-78?). 

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights** (ICESCR) - 1966 

This Covenant is one of two treaties to make the principles set out in the UDHR legally 

binding on states. 

Under Vasak's generation of rights classification, these are second generation rights 

set out in the UDHR, ARTS 22 to 27, said to be framed in positive tems of a - nght to - 
impose active duties on states and represent daims by individuals for an equitable share 

of economic and social resources. East Bloc and developing countries promoted, in 

theory, these nghts to stem the excesses of free market econornies and capitalism, to 

ensure equality of al1 participants. Examples of these rights include nghts to social 

securi ty, work and education (Kindred et al, 2000, p.78 1). 



International Covenant on CiviI and Political Rights ** UCCPR) - 1966 

This Covenant is the other of two treaties to rnake the principles set out in the UDHR 

legally binding on states. 

Under Vasak's generation of rights classification, these are first generation nghts set 

out in the UDHR, ARTS 2 to 21, said to be frarned in negative terrns - rights against or 

freedom from - and impose on the state a duty to refrain from acting in an injurious 

manner. Western countries prornoted these rights grounded in the idea of individual 

liberty. They protect the individual against interferences from the state, where human 

rights act as a shield against abusive intrusions by the state. Exmples include the nght 

to Me. to be free from torture, and not to be the object of discrimination (Kindred et al, 

2000. p.78 1). 

Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights** 

This Protocol provides a procedurai mechanism to ensure that states implement rights in 

the ICCPR. 'Treaty rights are binding solely on states who have ratified the treaty" 

(Kindred, et ai, 2000, p.784). 

Second Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rinhts, 

aiming at the abolition of the death ~enalty ** 
This Protocol provides a procedurai mechanism to ensure states implement rights in the 

ICCPR. 

According to the Wor1d Conference on Human Rights in 1993 that adopted the 

Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action, human rights are universal. indivisible, 

interdependent and interrelated Interdependence relates to the fact that often the 

realization of a right is necessarily iinked to rights of other generations ... and most nghts 

overlap the generation of rights with which they are associated (Kindred et al, 2000). 

Other United Nations international human rights treaties include: 



Human Rights Defenders 

Declaration on the Right and Responsibiiity of Individuds, Groups and Organs of 

Society to Rornote and Protect Universally Recognized Human Righis and 

Fundamental Freedoms: A/RES/S3/  144 

Right of self-detemination 

Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples 
General Assembly resolution 1803 (XVII) of 14 December 1962, "Permanent 

sovereignty over natural resources" 

Prevention of discrimination 

United Nations Declaration on the Elimination of Al1 Fonns of Racial Discrimination 

International Convention on the Elimination of Al1 Forms of Racial Discrimination 
**- 1966 

International Convention on the Suppression and Punishment of the Crime of 
Apartheid* 

International Convention against Apartheid in Sports * 
Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) Convention * 
Convention against Discrimination in Education 

Rotocol Instituting a Conciliation and Good Offices Commission to be responsible 
for seeking a seulement of any disputes which may mise between States Parties to the 
Convention agoinst Discrimination in Education 

Equal Remuneration Convention * 
Dedaration on the Elimination of Al1 Forms of Intolerance and of Discrimination 
based on Religion or Belief 

Declaration on Fundamentai Principles conceming the Contribution to the Mass 

Media to Strengthening Peace and International Understanding, to the Promotion of 
Human Rights and to Countering Racialism, Apartheid and Incitement to War 
Declaration on Race and Racial Prejudice 

Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and 

Linguistic Minorities 

Ri.&ts of women 

Declaration on the Elimination of Al1 F o m  of Discrimination against Women 

Convention on the Elimination of AI1 F o m  of Discrimination against Wornen ** - 
1979 

Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women 



Convention on the Political Rights of Women * 
Declaration on the Rotection of Women and Children in Ernergency and Armed 
Conflict 

Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination against 
Women* 

Rkhts of the child 

Declaration on the Rights of the Child 

Convention on the Rights of the Child ** - 1989 

Optional protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on the involvement of 
children in armed confiicts ** 
Optional protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on the sale of children. 

child prostitution and child pornography * 
Declaration on Social and Legal Principles relating to the Protection and Welfare of 

Children, with Special Reference to Foster Placement and Adoption Nationally and 

Intemationally 

SIaverv, servitude, forced labor and sirnilar institutions and practices 

Slavery Convention* 

Rotocol arnending the Slavery Convention * 
Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade, and 
Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery * 
Forced Labor Convention * 
Abolition of Forced Labor Convention * 
Convention for the Suppression of the Traffîc in Penons and of the Exploitation of 

the Prostitution of Others * 

Human n h t s  in the administration of iustice 

Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners 

Basic Principles for the Treatment of Prisoners 

Body of Pnnciples for the Protection of Ail Persons under Any Form of Detention or 
Impnsonment 

United Nations Rules for the Rotection of Juveniles Deprived of their Liberty 

Declaration on the Protection of Ail Persons from Being Subjected to Tomire and 

Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or hinisiment 



Convention against Tomire and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or 

hnishment **- 1984 

Rinciples of Medical Ethics relevant to the Role of Hedth Personnel, particularly 

Physicians, in the Protection of Risonen and Detainees against Torture and Other 

Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment 

Safeguards guaranteeing protection of the rights of those k i n g  the death penalty 

Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials 

Basic Pnnciples on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law Enforcement Officials 

Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers 

Guidelines on the Role of Prosecutors 

United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for Non-custodial Measures (The Tokyo 

Rules) 

United Nations Guidelines for the Prevention of Juvenile Delinquency (The Riyadh 

Guidelines) 

United Nations Standard Minimum RuIes for the Administration of Juvenile Justice 

("The Beijing Rules") 

Declaration of Basic Rinciples of Justice for Victims of Crime and Abuse of Power 

Basic Principles on the Independence of the Iudiciary 

Model Treaty on the Transfer of Roceedings in Criminal Matters 

Model Treaty on the Transfer of Supervision of Offenden Conditionally Sentenced or 
Conditionally Released 

Declaration on the Protection of Al1 Persons from Enforced Disappearances 
Principles on the Effective Prevention and Investigation of Extra-legal, 

Arbitrary and Surnmq Executions 

Freedom of information 

Convention on the International Right of Correction * 

Freedom of association 

Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organize Convention * 
Right to Organize and Collective Bargaining Convention * 
Workers' Representatives Convention * 
Labor Relations (Public Service) Convention * 

Emplovment 

Employment Policy Convention * 



Convention (No. 154) conceming the Promotion of Collective Bargaining * 
Convention (No. 168) conceming Employment Promotion and Protection against 
Unemployment * 
Convention (No. 169) concerning Indigenous & Tribal Peoples in Independent 

Countries* 

Maniage, Family and Youth 

Convention on Consent to Marriage, Minimum Age for Maniage and Registration of 

Mamages * 
Recommendation on Consent to Maniage, Minimum Age for Mariage and 

Registration of Mariages 
Declaration on the Promotion among Youth of the Ideals of Peace, Mutual Respect 

and Understanding between Peoples 

Social welfare, promess and development 

Declaration on Social Rogress and Development 

Declaration on the Rights of Mentally Retarded Persons 

Pnnciples for the protection of persons with mental illness and the improvement of 
mental health care 
Univenal Declaration on the Eradication of Hunger and Malnutrition 

Declaration on the Use of Scientific and Technological Rogress in the Interests of 

Peace and for the Benefit of Mankind 

Guidelines for the Regulation of Computerized Penonal Data Files 
Declaration on the Rights of Disabled Persons 

Declaration on the Right of Peoples to Peace 
Declaration on the Right to Development 

International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of Al1 M i p t  Workers and 

Members of Their Families * 
Universal Declaration on the Human Genome and Human Rights (UNESCO) 

Ri.&t to eniov culture, international culturd development and co-o~eration 

Declaration of the Rinciples of Intemational Cultural Co-operation 

Recornmendation conceming Education for International Understanding, Co- 
operation and Peace and Education relating to Human Rights md Fundamental 
Freedoms 



Nationality. statelessness, asvlum and refugees 

Convention on the Nationaiity of Manied Wornen * 
Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness * 
Convention relating to the Status of Stateless Persons * 
Convention relating to the Status of Refugees * 
Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees * 
Statute of the Office of the United Nations High Commissionet for Refugees 

Declaration on Territorial Asylum 

Declaration on the Human Rights of uidividuals Who are not Nationals of the 

Country in which They Live 

War crimes and crimes against humani ty, including genocide 

Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide * - 1948 

Convention on the Non-Applicnbility of Statutory Limitations to War Crimes and 

Crimes against Humanity * 
Principles of international CO-operation in the detection, anest, extradition and 

punishment of peaons guilty of war crimes and crimes against humanity 

Humanitarian law 
Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and Sick 

in Amed Forces in the FieId 

Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of Wounded, Sick and 

Shipwrecked Members of Armed Forces at Sea 

Geneva Convention relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War 

Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War 
Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 13 August 1949, and relating to the 

Protection of Victims of International Armed Conflicts (Protocol I) 
Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the 

Protection of Victims of Non-International Armed Conflicts (Protocol JI). 

Furthermore, there are also a number of regional human rights treaties reflecting 

closer integration of States of the same region or subregion. The Convention for the 

Rotection of Human Rights and hindarnental Freedoms (1950) was created by the 

Council of Europe. The Amencan Convention On Human Rights (1969) was signed by 



members of the Organization of Amencan States (OAS), including Canada. In Ahica, the 

Organization of Afncan States for UNty adopted the African Charter on Human and 

Peoples' Rights in 1981. The African Charter integntes human and peoples' rights, 

including more recent issues like environment and equitable developrnent. 

On November 20, 1989, the United Nations General Assembly adopted the 

Convention On The Rights Of The Child. Respect for human nghts begins with how we 

treat our children. The younger they are, the more wlnerable they are. There is a 

difference between a child's worId and an adult's world (United Nations, 1993). 

Abandoned by their families, 100 million children subsist by back-breaking work, 

petty crime, prostitution or begging. More than 50 million children work in unsafe or 

unhedthy conditions. 120 million children between the ages of 6 and 11 are deprived of 

schooling. Three and a half million children die of preventable or curable diseases, 155 

million children under the age of five live in absolute poverty in developing countries, 

millions more are maltreated, neglected, sexually exploited and victirnized by drug abuse 

even in the ncher countries (United Nations, 1993). 

Laws often treat children as if they were little venions of adults. Historically, such a 

perspective has led to executions, dismemberment and imprisonment of children by the 

govemments and courts (United Nations, 1993). 

Hidden Scandal, Secret Shame - Tomre and Ill-Treatment Of Children (2000) is a 

report created by Amnesty International (AI) disclosing the torture of children around the 

world While international human rights instruments including the UN CROC (United 

Nations Convention On the Rights of The Child) prohibit the tortue of children by the 

state or arms of the state, AI supports the position that private torture unsanctioned by the 

state must also be protected by international, regional and domestic laws. especially 

during times of intemal or external conflicts within or betweedamong nations. 

The 1989 UN Convention on Children's Rights provided a child with the right to 

express views on al1 matters affecting herlhim and the right to be heard in al1 court, 



welfare and administrative proceedings touching on herhis interests. In essence, it gave 

children a legal voice to express their wishes and choices (United Nations, 1990). 

Alberta was the oniy Canadian province that had not ratified the 1989 UN 

Convention on the Rights of the Child. Parents were afraid of Iosing their right to impose 

their choices upon their children's choices. that they will be unable to discipline their 

children, and that their children will not choose the same religion as their parents (United 

Nations. 1990). Recently, thanks to the personal intervention of Archbishop Desmond 

Tutu from South Afnca, who visited Alberta Premier Rdph Klein in November 1998 and 

in 1999. Alberta finally ratified the Child Convention. Bishop Tutu had impressed upon 

the Premier the importance of setting domestic standards that comply with international 

standards for the position of children in society. 

In recent decades. another major issue in human rights discussion has focused on the 

link between human rights and international development. While development should 

enhance human needs and dignity, this goal is often lost during its implementation. Under 

the dominant paradigm of modemization, policies and strategies have increased 

inequalities and environmental destruction (Toh. 1987; Korten, 1995). There is a pmblem 

when UN Human Development Report 2000 statistics indicate that 20 percent of the 

world's population shares 86 percent of its wealth, 60 percent of the world's population 

shares 13 percent of its wealth and 20 percent of the world's population shares 1 percent 

of its wealth (UN Human Development Report, 2000). Aid to South countries is not 

charity but retribution, for there is an individual and collective human right to 

development (Diokno, 1983). 

Similarly, trade in military armaments and economic policies imposed by the North 

controiied International Monetary Fund and World Bank violate the individual and 

collective human rights of the people in the South (George. 1994). Increasingly, the 

impact and responsibility of powemil transnational corporations in directly or indirectly 

supporting human rights violations is king monitored by human rights advocates 



m C H R ,  1999). As Diokno (1983) noted, we have a responsibility to care for the well- 

being and welfare of our brother and sister huma. beings, no matter where they live on 

the planet. 

In Canada, the Plan of Action for the decade has instigated the release of human 

rights packages by Heritage Canada and some government agencies in non-forma1 

settings, with some spill-over into classroom activities, but formal settings where human 

rights textbooks are included in the provincial education cumcula appear to be absent in 

Alberta. 

Human Rights Education 

As earlier discussed in Chapter 1, human rights education is recognized as vital to the 

promotion of human rights at local, international and global levels. It should also be 

implemented in al1 forms of education, from forma1 to nonformal and informal contexts. 

Undoubtedly, schools play a major role in educating about and for human rights. As 

S himan ( 199 1) usefull y States: 

Human rights education presents important concepts, skills and perspectives 
which any young person should encounter while attending school. Stridents need tu 
grapple with qrtestions related to ethnocentrism, universalism, relativism, and 
conflict, and to examine perspectives other than their own. They shortld be able to 
place human rights issues in a global framework and recognize their relationships 
with environmental concems and those of war and peace. niey should tinderstand 
that human rights pro blems manifest themselves differen tly in différent cultu ral 
contexts and that they do not occrir only out there, in foreign lands, but have local 
und national dimensions as well. (p .  190) 

Furthemore, Shiman and other human rights educatots aiso emphasize the 

empowement and action dimension of human rights education. By becorning aware of 

their own human rights as well as those of other peoples, locally and globally, it is hoped 

that they wil1 be motivated to build a culture of human rights. 



Shafer (1987) noted that in the United States, global education has provided a 

Framework for educating about various human rights and freedoms. In other countnes, 

moral andlor religious education has also enabled issues of human rights and dignities to 

be taught. However, as later noted, the issue of universal versus particular interpretations 

in different social and cultural contexts is still under debateldialogue. Another major 

curriculum area where human rights education applies is in social and civic education. 

Good and active citizenship demands citizens who accept responsibilities to promote 

human rights. 

In Canada. as earlier noted, human rights education has been promoted by agencies 

such as provincial human rights commissions and teachers associations, and acadernics 

within the Framework of peace education and global education. Since the early 70s, 

multicultural education has also been an important channel for human rights education in 

Canadian schools (McLeod, 1991). There are several recent exempiars of resources in 

hurnan rights education. 

For example, Hen tage Canada created www.credo98.com and a bright yellow 

information package: 1998- 1948, Universal Declaration of Human Righ~s with fact 

sheets on (1) John Peters Humphrey, (2) the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, (3) 

Canada's record of respect for human rights in peacekeeping, anti-racism, women's 

rights, children's rights, foreign aid and observation missions, (4) activities promoting 

hurnan rights in the community and at work, (5) Canadian and international human rights 

instruments and (6) why Canadians should care. 

The Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) released a couple of 

packages, one on hurnan rights and one on their activities in Asia. Both the Canadian 

Human Rights Commission and the Alberta Human Rîghts Commission released 

packages on how they offer human rights protections. 

The United Nations Association in Canada has released an Action Guide, a Human 

Rights Resource Mmual for Secondury Schools (1998). Its content introduces human 



rights for dl, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the Canadian Charter of 

Human Rights and Freedoms, the Canadian Human Rights Act, Provincial Hurnan Rights 

Legislation, Human Rights Commissions, Canadian defenders of human rights, human 

nghts questions and answen, action ideas and how to become involved in the classroom, 

in the community, and in making a difference. It considea case studies on hunger and 

land mines and provides web sites, films and non-fiction resources for aboriginal rights, 

freedom of religion, human rights and development, human rights and the environment, 

human rights education, human rights in Canada, human rights research guides, justice 

and legal rights, Iabor and employment rights, language rights, ncism, ethnicity and 

minority nghts, refugees and immigration, right to food, rights of children, rights of 

pesons with disabilities, sexual harassrnent, sexual orientation discrimination, the United 

Nations and women's rights. It aiso lists video distributors and human rights 

commissions. 

In 1998, the Alberta Aboriginal Human Rights Cornmittee cooperated with the 

Alberta Human Rights and Citizenship Commission and the Canadian Human Rights 

Commission in preparing a booklet entitled The Zights Path - Alberta. Praised by the UN 

Commissioner on Hurnan Rights, Mary Robinson (2000, p. 12), as "an extraordinary way 

of educating about human nghts," the booklet recognizes that Aboriginals encounter 

cornmon challenges and problems in unique and different ways. The Rights Path - 

Alberta recognizes Abonginal Spiritudity as a religion of Alberta and it recognizes the 

rights of Elders. It provides steps for taking action, explains ten areas of existing 

provincial legislation, Iists methods of contacting existing organizations, and offea a 

voice to once silent victims. The Rights Path - Alberta teaches Aboriginals how to use 

tools for demanding, exercising and acting on their rights. 

In European educational systems, much has been accomplished since the '70s 

(Starkey, 1991). A five-year programme (19784983) organized by the School Education 



Division of the Council of Europe, led to the 1985 Recommendation on the Teaching and 

Learning of Human Rights in Schools. This Recommendation stated that: 

... throughout their school career, al1 young people shoiild leam about human rights 
as part of their preparation for life in a pluralistic democracy ... schools are 
communities which cm.  and should be an example of the respect for the dignity of 
the individual and for diference. for tolerance. and for equality of opportunity. 

Concretely, human rights in European School Cumculum have emphasized respect 

for others and tolerance of divergent views as manifested in classroom and school 

relationships, school disciplinary procedures, and no discrimination by gender, race and 

disability. Human rights education has taken a three-dimensional approach advocated by 

the Counci 1 of Europe in S t a h g  Points for Teachers (2000) and conceming the 

European Convention on Human Rights. Teaching should be ( 1) Knowledge-based 

(about human rights) which comprises: "information and understanding about types of 

rights and the history of rights through intemationai legd instruments and how 

democracy functions." Teaching should be (2) Skills-based (for human nghts) that 

comprise: "personal and social skills of self-know ledge, sel f-awareness, assessing, 

understanding one's motives and prejudices; interactive skills of listening, resisting group 

pressures and expressing opinions; and problern-solving skills of locating information, 

making decisions, using judgment and conflict resolution." Teaching should be (3) 

Environment-based (in or through human rights) which involves: 'creating a leanilng 

environment where the structures, methods and relationships operating in the teaching 

and leaming situation (environment) reflect the values of human rights and its leaming 

objectives; creating a whole-school policy with democratic working methods that 

demonstrate mutual respect between teacher and student." 

In Latin American univenities, Mont el egre (1983) noted that human rights topics 

tend to be found in courses in philosophy and law, rather than as a separate course. In the 



Afncan region, the 1981 African Charter of Huma. and Peoples' Rights specified that 

signatory States should promote and ensure, through teaching, education, and publication, 

the respect of nghts and freedoms in the Charter (Canteh, 1983). In many Arab countries, 

the centrai role of Islam as a state religion has limited human rights education to be 

interpreted through Islamic pnnciples and beliefs. However, as Daoudi (1983) noted, 

some countries have allowed "autonomous" teaching of hurnan rights in subjects such as 

law and politicai science. In particular, issues relating human rights to social and 

economic development, as well as the key question of the rights of Palestinian peoples to 

self-determination, are inevitably raised. In recent yem, various NGOs such as the Cairo 

Institute for Human Rights Studies (2000) have worked to increase regional sharing and 

cornmitment, leading to the Cairo Declaration on Human Rights Education and 

Dissemination (CIHRS, 2001). In Asia, an active network of human rights educators have 

been expanding, organizing conferences and publishing resources for teachers and adult 

educators (e.g., Amnesty International Philippines, 1998). 

At the international level, numerous agencies continue to promote human rights 

education through conferences, seminan and publications. For example, as part of the 

UN'S "world campaign for human nghts" in 1999, the Office of the UN High 

Coinmissioner for Human Rights published Human Rights Education and Human Rights 

Treaties to provide "human rights education defined as training, dissemination and 

information efforts aimed at building a universal culture of human rights" (UNHCHR, 

1999). It provided human rights educational information on the Committees that analyze 

state reports as required by parties to international human rights treaties. Labeled No. 2, 

it was released as part of the UN Decade for Human Rights Education (1995-2004). 

Likewise, UNESCO (1998) has also published its manuai on teaching hurnan nghts. 

The United Nations High Corntn.ïssion for Human Rights (UMICIIR) has created a 

Plan of Action with human rights education principles and objectives, theoretical 

conscientization and practical components, holis tic partnen hips among stake holders, and 



treaty monitoring bodies rnaintaining a dialogue with countnes that fulfill obligations or 

submit reports of their efforts to implement a National Plan for human rights education. 

Although suficient as a conceptual framework for human rights education, as part of its 

documentation for the framework of the Decade, the UNHCHR created and published, 

Human Rights Education: Lesson For Life, Basic Information Kit no. 1 in November of 

L998 (UNHCHR, 1988). In the Kit's foreword, Mary Robinson, the United Nations High 

Comrnissioner for Human Rights, stated that hurnan rights education empowers people to 

defend their rights, the nghts of others and it prevents the violation of human rights. The 

1998 information kit notes that there has been a lack of effort or political will and 

insufficient financiai and human resources available to implement the objectives of the 

Decade for HRE. 

The Information kit's Mission Statement lists four objectives: (1) make human rights 

a reality worldwide, (2) prevent human rights violations, (3) build a global partnership for 

human rights, and (4) make human rights, peace, democracy and development the 

guiding principles for the Twenty-First Century (UNHCHR, 1998, p.2). 

Seven clusters of themes are raised in the kit, namely: respect for the dignity of al1 

people; human rights as the comrnon language of humanity; women's nghts, the 

responsibility of dl; human rights, democracy, and development; the role of civil society; 

achievements and challenges; and the role of the United Nations. 

According to Eide (1983), the task of educating for huma. nghts is "cornplex and 

dificult but not impossible" (p. 113). The teacher nowadays is faced with multiple roles 

and challenges, nevertheless, the contradictions to human rights requirements posed by 

"existing injustices, privileges of power and dominance, subordination in tenns of class 

or ethnic group" cannot be overlooked (p. 113-1 14). Sirnilarly, Diokno (1983), a hurnan 

rights Iawyer-activist in the Philippines recognized that the task of intemalizing reverence 

for human rights is neither easy nor simple. Those who would undertake ii "must 

overcome obstacles rooted in the political system of each nation, shaped by history, 



traditions, culture and aspirations of its people" (p. 35). Diokno further believed that the 

immediate task of human rights teaching and research should be "to prevent or 

substantially decrease violations by discovering and applying inexpensive, practical and 

effective methods of awakening, in individuals. groups, peoples and govemments" (p. 

35). 



CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

The primary research methodology of the study is a qualitative content analysis of a 

select number of senior high school Social Studies textbooks used in Alberta over the 

past three yem. A coriceptual framework of human rights principles, issues and 

practices is designed based on major international human rights instruments pertinent to 

the United Nations Decade for Human Rights Education and used to cntically analyze the 

textbook content for its ability to instigate practical activities beyond the mere provision 

of information. A comprehensive range of civil, political, economic, social and culturül 

rights is included in the coding framework. 

As a research method. content analysis has been applied extensively in the field of 

communication studies (Stone, 1966). Newspapen and other foms of media are subject 

to analysis of their content to illuminate issues of public awareness. attitudes and b i s  on 

the part of the news providen. Similxly, books have also been the subject of content 

analysis to see what beliefs. values, ideologies and knowledge paradigms may be 

propagated by the authors. 

One established approach to content anal ysis has been quantitative. w hereb y 

frequencies of words or other units (e.g., specific categories of news items, colurnn inch 

occupied, etc.) are counted and then subject to various statistical, analytical techniques. 

However, this quantitative mode of analysis has been criticized as reductionist and 

superficial (Gilbert, 1989). It fails to locate those words or units within a coherent context 

of meaning. Hence, qualitative content analysis has emerged as a widely used method to 

understand texts in a more holistic way. It reflects the strengths of qualitative resevch 

methodology by emphasizing the importance of meaning and perspectives, as well as 

inductive analysis (F3ogdan & Biklen, 1998; Denzin & Lincoln, 1994). 



Educational research textbooks in Social Studies and related subject areas like 

history, have served to clarify the nature of one vital development of school knowledge. 

Anyen (1970), for example, provided a powerful critique of the transmission of ideology 

in United States history textbooks. Cheryholmes (1983), Giroux ( 1979) and Apple ( 1990) 

likewise showed that social studies is a key subject area for developing undentanding 

and consciousness about society among future adult citizens. The choice of social studies 

textbooks for this study is therefore very meaningful, given that human ringhts education 

seeks to develop awareness and active citizenship towards a culture of human nghts. 

Seiection of Textboo ks 

In Alberta schools, a number of recommended social studies textbooks are rivailable for 

use by teachen. Table 1. 7, and 3 list those books in ternis of course. grade and sales 

figures over the 1996-1999 period given by the Leaming Resource Distribution Centre. 

Table 1 

Sales Figures for Grade 10 Social Studies Tertbooks 

brade 10 Titles Course Sales Figures 199601999 

Canada Today 10 13,228 

Twentieth Century Canada 13 09,150 

Canada: A Nation Unfolding 10 03,26 1 

Canadian Citizenship In Action 10 00,196 



Table 2 " , 

Sales Figures for Grade 11 Social Studies Textbooks 

Grade 11 Titles Course Sales Figures 19961999 

Century Of Change: Europe from 1789 to 19 18 20 07,5 70 

l ~ o r l d  History- Patterns Of Civilization 20 04,154 1 
The Pageant Of World History 23 04,146 

World Prospects: A Contemporary Study 20 03, 140 

Porld Issues In The Global Community 33 01,517 1 
Towards Tomorrow-Canada In A Changing World 23 01,440 
I 

bne World 20 00.909 I 

I Table 3 

Sales Figures for Grade 12 Social Studies Textbooks 

Grade 12 Titles Course Sales Figures 1996-1999 

Ideologies 30 1 2.553 

Global Forces Of The 20th Century 30 08,540 

A History Of The 20th Century 33 05-8 14 

A Chûnging World: Global, Political, 

and Econornic Systems 33 05,257 

Twentieth Century Viewpoints, 

1 An Interpretive History 30 03,088 

To limit the scope of this study, a sample of two textbooks was selected. one from 

grade 10 and one from grade 12. The criteria of purposive sampling employed, were 

signifiant usage (but not necessaily the Mghest); more comprehensive coverage of 

topics; and a geopphical coverage that goes beyond one region of the world The 

foilowing two textbooks were finally selected for content analysis: 



1. Twentieth Centtis, Canada. Janis Barr, Derald Fretts, Shaun Hunter, Pat Rediger. 

1996, Weigl Educational Publishers Limited Calgary, Alberta, ISBN 0-919879-71-3, 

abbreviated code: TCC. 

This book seeks to "explore" the forces of events that have shaped Canada's 

development as a country and have guided its international relations. It examines the 

links between the development and maintenance of Canadian sovereignty, the effects of 

regionalism, and the development of Canadian identity. Each of the three units contains 

an introduction with a number of chapters and key terms. Each of the eight chapten 

contains an introduction and "Focus Questions" to guide one's reading. TCC contains 

s kill boxes, profiles, "Starting Point" activities. questions and issues for inquiry outside 

the text. Pictures contnin a diverse variety of ethnic. senual. q e  and other rnulticultural 

depictions of Canada and the world. Students are advised to creote a newspaper clipping 

file. 

The content of the book is orgmized under three main units. eûch composing a 

number of topics and themes as follows: 

Unit One - Canada: Its Lands and Peoples (Canadian identity. Canadian divenity. 

Canadian uni ty, Canadian soverei p t  y) 

Unit Two - Canada: Its Place in the World (Canadian security. International coopention) 

Unit Three - Canada: Its Govemment and Citizenship (Canadian govemment and politics. 

Citizenship. rights and responsibilities). 

2. Global Forces of the Twentieth Century, Second Edition, E. Alyn Mitchner 

and R. Joanne Tuffs, 1997, Reidmore Books Inc., Edmonton, Albena, Canade ISBN 1- 

895073-53-7,336 pages (referred to as GF in the study). 

This book seeks to introduce four major themes, namely: 

1. The range of motivations behind international confrontation and coopention such as 

collective security, intemationdism. nationalism, balance of power, humanitarianisrn 

and giobai survival; 



Global interactions during the inter war penod and the second world war that involve 

concepts of nationalisrn, national security, self-determination. repantions, 

intemationalism, alliance and global collective security; 

The rise and interaction of the superpowen and related concepts like balance of 

power, spheres of influence, decolonization, defense and self-determination; and 

Regionai cooperation, environmentai responsibility and multicultunl corporations. 

The major topics covered under these four themes include the following: 

GIobal forces of the twentieth century 

The First World War: The Industrial Powers Collide 

Reconstruction of Europe 19 19-1934 

The Third Reich: 19341939 

The Soviet Union and the United States: 19 17- L94 1 

Japan's Ascendancy in Asia 

The Second Wotld War" War in Europe 1939-1943 

The Paci fic War 

The United Nations 

USAILISSR: nie  Cold War - Rivalry for Global supremacy: 1 9 6  1962 

Superpower détente 

The Middle East: Turbulence and Instability 

The People's Republic: China after 1948 

Revolution in the Global Power Structure: 1975- 1990 

The Gorbachev Revolution 

The Legacy of the Soviet Collapse 

Contemporary Global Interaction 

Each chapter is introduced by a "tirne line," a quotation on a major issue, an activity 

for understanding, an overview and a surnmary. Biographies. side bars, case studies 

provide perspectives on key issues and events. Each chapter ends with questions, critical 

analysis. research projects, activities and historical analysis. 



Content Analysis 

In my qualitative andysis of the textbooks, I have not been bound by the books' 

objectives or the divisions of their chapters. 1 have instead searched for issues of human 

rights cornpnsing civil, political. economic, social and cultural nghts and their 

implications for the role of the books in human rights education. 

Adhering to the Peoples Decade for Human Rights Plan of Action principle that 

"education is a life-long process and more than the mere provision of information," this 

content analysis of human rights education within senior high Social Studies textbooks in 

Alberta hm not only looked into whether and how the textbooks deepen the awareness 

and knowledge of human rights but also takes inspiration from the saying "think globiilly 

and act locally" and asks whether the texts may help to empower students to take action 

on human rights issues. 

To facili tate the conten t-anal ysis of the textbooks. a qualitative coding frdmework 

was constructed based on the key categories or issues of humiin rights. To develop a 

major awareness of human rights. the coding framework guided me in ûssessing the role 

of textbooks and the degree of weight assiged to questions from the textbooks. 

Methodologically, the study seeks to cnticdly evaluate the content of the two textbooks 

based on a critical framework of human rights principles, values and concepts. 

Coding Fnmework 

The major categones of humm rights are civil, political, economic, social and 

cultural nghts Y embodied respectively in the International Covenant on Civil and 

Political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. 

Many specific human rights instruments were Pso drawn upon to enrich the coding 

framework for rny content-analysis of the textbooks. 



Expressed as conventions, charters, declarations or resolutions, these specific 

instruments were designed to strengthen the implementation of particular rights embodied 

in the Univend Declaration and in the major Covenants. 

Table 4, 5 ,  6, 7, and 8 list clustee of rights under the categones of civil, political, 

economic, social and cultuni rights respectively. When each textbook was andyzed, the 

list provided a qualitative set of issues for assessing the quality and devance of the 

books in human nghts education. 

pp --- 

Table 4 
Coding Frarnework for Content Analysis for Civil Rights 

Measures of Equali tv 

Sexud equality 

Protection agriinst slavery and forced Iabor 

I Prohibition of ethnic/rriciril discrimination and ncism 

C Equality based on sexual orientation 

Equal opportunity. 

Right to life. prohibition of arbitnry killinp 

Protection against nonconsentual medical and scientiftc experirnents 

Rights of prisoners 

Protection agriinst torture 

1 Protection from other cruel, degradinp. inhuman trestrnent or punishrnent I 
Protection of privacy 

I Rights of children I 
Rights of persons with disabiIities 

1 Freedom from sexuril hanssment, enforced prepmcy or prostitution 1 
Protection h m  physicd violence 

1 Freedoms of Choice 1 



Frecdom of thought and conscience 

Freedom of expression and opinion 

Children's right to a say in what affects hem 

Religious. cultural and language rights 

Marital and reproductive choices 

I Table 5 l 
Coding Frarnework for Content Analysis for Politicrl Rights 

Freedoms of Affiliations 

Right to self-detemination 

Right to freely determine ones politicd stritus 

I Freedom of movemcnt I 
Freedom to choose one's residence 

Refugees and immigration 

- - -  -- - 

Freedoms of Activities 

Freedom of peticefuI rissembly 

Freedorn of associarion; dernomtic participation 

Political rights - right to take part in the conduct of public riffairs 

Right to participate in decisions affecting ones life I 1 Democracv I 
Right to good governance 

Right to just laws and judicial system 

Right to hold politicd views 

Codiig Framework for Content Analysis for Economic Rights 

Work Riehts 
Ripht to work 

1 Right to work benefits 1 



Right to just and favonbIe conditions of work, fair wages. opportunity for promotion by seniority 

1 Right to a safe and hedthy working conditions 1 
Right to a leave for religious observance and other leave 

+ 

Freedorn frorn sexual harassrnent at work 

Right to form and join trride unions 

Protection of the rights of ail mi-gant workers and members of their families 

Minimum Living standards 

Ri@ to social security. unernploymçnt insurance benefits. social assistance. pension bcnefits 

Right to protection and assistance for family. especially women. children and the youne 1 
Ripht to an adequate standard of living 

Right to food 

Environmental rights: dean writer, food. health. sustainable Iivins 

Economic squity, distributive justice 

1 

Right to Development 

Right to freely pursue oncs economir development 

Ripht to social justice 

R i~h t  to equitable distribution of worlds tesources 

I Right to participate in decision-mikinp on dcvelopmcnt 

I Rights to codes of conduct for international orgrinizations and agencies 

1 Ripht of indigenous peoples and mxginrtlized secton to determine development goals 1 

I Table 7 I 
Coding Frnmework for Content Andysis for Social Rights 

Rieht - to Education 

Right to free. compulsory, primary education (education for dl)  

Right to quai opportunity and equitable outcornes 

Right to have teachers 

Minority languge ducational riphts, freedom of conscience and religion in schmls 



Right to Health Care 

Right to adeqwte stand& of mental and physical health 

Equitrible provision of health care services 

Right to Environmentd Care 

Environmencal protection 

Sustainable development 

1 Preservation of species divenity 1 

Table 8 

Coding Framework for Content Analysis for Cultural Rights 

Ripht to speak ones iangusiae 

Promotion of Ian~urige maintenance and development 

Cultural Development 

1 Righi to freciy punur onrs cultural development l 
1 Riphts of cultural survivd of indigenous/aboripin.I people 

Freedom of religion and spiritual beIiefs 

Rioht to ~anicipate in cultural life 

1 Suies have a duty to conserve. develop and diffuse science and culture 1 
Rinht to enjoy benefits from scientific applications 

Protection of mon1 and materid interests for scientific. henry. or anistic rruthorship 

Sntes have a duty to respect the freedom necessary for scientific reserirch and creative activity 

In undertaking the content analysis, separating the clustea of rights was often 

difficult because of the interconnections that issues have among the various rights. It was 

States recognize benefits of international contracts and coopention in scientific and cuitunl fields 

Protection and promotion of m. music and Iitenture 1 



necessary therefore, to make a judgment as to which cluster of human rights was the most 

directly relevant in terms of the content being analyzed. Furthermore, as the textbooks do 

not usunlly identify explicitly when issues are linked to human rights, it was my task to 

determine which right or rights are affected by the issues discussed. A further important 

facet of the content analysis is to note how the textbooks help students to be more aware 

of possible conflict and tensions between various rights that often happens in everyday 

life. 
I 



CHAPTER 4 

C O r n N T  ANALYSIS 

Introduction 

Overall, a qualitative analysis of the two textbooks indicate that each has both strengths 

and weaknesses in helping students understand the importance of human rights and the 

need to build diverse cultures of human rights and obligations. The Grade 10 book, 

Twentieth Century Canada (hereafter refemd to as TCC)? provided more content and 

opportunities to raise awareness on civil, politicd and cultural rights than on economic 

and social rights. The Grade 12 book. Global Forces of the Twenrieth Centuy (hereafter 

referred to as GF) likewise has an emphasis on civil and political rights. Economic rights 

issues ;ire more visible, but social and cultural rights are less analyzed. 

Twentieth Century Canada (TCC) 

In chapter 8. TCC provides students with a brief introduction to the concept of human 

rights (p. 244). However. most of the examples of hurnan rights aven are in the areas of 

individual civil and political rights. It would have been helpful for students to at les t  be 

familiv with the key categories of civil, political, econornic, social and cultural rights. A 

more extensive description of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms (pp. 246- 

347) does help students see that hurnan rights apply to a whole range of individual and 

social aspects of life. This section is important in reminding students that rights and 

freedoms are not necessarily absolute. As the Charter States, 

f .. there mwt be a balance between and individual's rights ondfieedoms and 
the cornmon good of society" (p. 246). From a hwnan rights educarion 
perspective, TCC also effectively stresses rhar rights should be accompanied 
by responsibilities: "Good ci&enship includes perfonning legal as well as 
implied responsibilities. Citizens must exercise anù defend not only their own 
rights but also the nghts of others. ïhey have an obligation to connibute to 



the wel/crre of sociev as a whole by parricipating in their communities or in 
our political system. " (p. 245) 

TCC funher helps students' empowerment by presenting various institutional 

rnechanisms for protecting human rights. Apart from the role of the Charter (p. 248) and 

Human Rights Commissions (p. 251). there are provincial laws such as the Alberta Bill of 

Rights and the (former) Individual Rights Protection Act (IRPA) which help to protect 

indi viduds from "discriminatory actions of Govemment, and ensures that individuals 

treat each other without discrimination" (p. 250). TCC also makes a crucial point that in 

Canada, the rights of some peoples and groups have not always been upheld. such as the 

head t u  on Chinese and other Asian immigrants, the intemrnent of Ukrainian Canadians 

in work camps during WWI. the relocation of Japanese Canadians to intemment camps 

during WWLI, discrimination of women, and discrimination of Native Peoples (p. 252- 

253). This section is very helpful to teachen in reminding students that although Canada 

has made advances in promoting individual human nghts. there are sti Il si gni fican t areas 

for improvement. 

Educating for Civil Rights 

TCC overail highlights the right to life, liberty and persona1 security as well as legal 

rights of individuals in the areas of rights of dignity as mentioned above in chspter 8 

focusing on the Charter and institutions to protect human rights. However, an interesting 

example of a conflict between the nght to life, liberty and secunty of the person and 

Canadian national defense policy is given by TCC. 

"ln 1985. a group of Canadiuns asked the Supreme Coun to nile that Cruise 
Missile testing on Canadian temitory violates the Churter of Rights and 
Freedm.  ï%ey argued t h  such tests increase the chunces of nuclear war and 
therefore violates the righr to life. Iibetty and secunty of the person. The Coun 
niled agaha the case because the causal reluttbnship canna be established 
between the test and an increased chance of war. " (p. 156). 



In the area of rights of dignity, TCC could also have referred students to the abolition of 

the death penalty as a significant example of Canada's societd cornmitment to the right 

to life. However, TCCTs discussion of the atomic bombs and casudties of Hiroshima and 

Nagasaki, where combined 140,000 people were killed (p.122), provides a powerful 

example of how wars can readily deprive human beings of their right to life. Students are 

aiso reminded by TCC of current international measures to uphold the right against 

arbitrary killing. For example, a UN Commission of Experts on Human Rights was 

established in 1992 to investigate human rights violations in w u  crimes and ethnic 

cleûnsing (p. 195). TCC regrett;ibly does not discuss the rights of prisonen and protection 

from cruel, degnding, and inhuman treatment or punishment. 

TCC provides a number of useful examples for undentanding civil rights in tenns of 

freedoms of choice. For example, in 1977, Bill 10 1 made French a uni lingual languag 

for Quebec business, pvemment, courts, schools and immigrants (p. 88). Although Bill 

101 was slightly modified in response to protest from Anglophones and many new 

immigrants, this example shows students thot the freedom of choice in language can be 

limi ted in particular social and political contexts. 

TCC also discusses in some detail Canada's War Measures Act of 1913, which 

allowed the internment of Ukninims and Iapanese during WWI and WWII (p. 253) and 

also the suspension of al1 citizens' rights during the EXQ crisis in Quebec in 1970 (p. 

88). ïhis meant that govemment could violate citizens' rights and consequently no iegd 

rights, individual security rights and property rights were protected TCC does not 

disclose that today the War Measures Act would violate the constitutionaily entrenched 

Charter of Rights. The Act could be declared to be of no force or effect unless the 

govemment of Canada invoked the notwithstanding clause, s.33 of the Charter, to take 

away Canadians' fundamental freedoms (s.2), kgal rights (ss.7-14) and equality rights 

(S. 15). 



Another example of freedom of choice through the right of expression and opinion 

can be found in TCC's discussion of media and politics (p. 265-166). It is good to see 

TCC reminding students that while the media gives opportunity for citizens' opinions to 

be heard, the media is not necessarily neutral (e-g. propaganda and bias). 

U.. the public mrîst be carefrd about the infonnation it receives from the media. 
By learning to identify what is fact, what is opinion. and what seems a rnimrre of 
both ... people can become more astcite citizens. By refem-ng to a varieiy of 
in formation sources in the process of fmning viewpoints. citizens can insrire t h q  
are infonned and cautioiis media consrimers. "(p. 266) 

In the area of nghts of equality under civil rights, TCC provides numerous 

opportunities for students to undentand the rights and their applications. As earlier noted. 

in Alberta, the (former) Individual Rights Protection Act (IRPA. 1972) and the Alberta 

Bill of Human Rights complement the Charter in upholding individual rights of equality 

(pp.250-251). For example, the "IRPA prohibits discrimination on the bais of race. 

religious beliefs, color, sex, physical disability. ancestry and place of ongin" (p. 250), 

which is similar to s.15 of the Charter. The IRPA is enforced by the Alberta Human 

Rights Commission (1973. p. 751). Albena Acts can be changed by the legislature (p. 

350) but changing the Charter requires amending procedures from the Constitution Act 

1983 and that process is far more diffîcult. A useful pedagogical exercise is given in TCC 

(p. 249) to remind students that citizens cm have diverse views on the value of human 

rights (e.g. on refugees, discrimination and disabilities), leading to conflicts and 

controvers y. 

TCC also includes definitions of prejudice and discrimination (p.352). Examples of 

govemment prejudice and discrimination include Chinese immigration policies during 

the building of the Canadian Pacific Railroad (CPR) from the 1870s until 1967's removal 

of federal restrictions, Uhînian work camps during WWi, and Japanese internment 

during WWII, the latter two under the controversid War Measures Act (p.253). 



Although there is one glaring omission: no mention of the denial of the right to vote to 

Aboriginals until the 1950s. 

There is also signifiant content in TCC in the area of sexual equality. especially in 

regard to rights of women. TCC (pp.253-254) States that women had no federal vote until 

1918 and women did not become legal persons until 1929. TCC also gives a useful 

example of sex discrimination in athletic activities which was eventually declared 

unlawful by the Ontario Human Rights Commission (p. 248). 

Protests against "unequal opportunities" in the 1960s contributed to gendet legislation 

like the 1978 Canadian Human Rights Act, showing that rights are difficult campaigns 

that require effort and sacrifice to achieve. Neglect cm then allow the gains to deteriorate 

over time, forcing a repetition of the struggle in the future. For instance. demands by 

Natives for land and cultural rights have led to requests for (intemal) self-determination 

(p.254) but such demands are not new. they have existed for more than a hundred yeürs 

and they have been renewed because now is a more receptive time for such requests to be 

considered. when in the p s t .  govemment prejudice was less receptive to Native needs 

and govemment undentanding was less tolennt of differences. 

TCC also helps students appreciate the complexity of reconciling equality rights of 

different groups. For example, the Native women of the Tobique Reserve in New 

Brunswick appealed to the United Nations (pp.256-257) to challenze fedenl legislation 

under the Indian Act whereby a fernale who marries a non-Indian loses her Indian status 

but a maie who marries a non-Indian does not lose his Indian status. 

Finally, it is important to note that TCC does not discuss the equality nghts in tems 

of sexual orientation. Teachers using the book should find opportunities to raise its issue 

given its increasing visibility in Canadian society and efforts to addRss deficiencies in 

Feded and provincial legislation. For instance, s.1. l of the Alberta Mmiage Act (RSA 

1980, c. M-6) contains a s.33 notwithstanding clause Charter ovemde of s.2 and ss.7-15 

of the Charter and an override of the Alberta Bill of Rights. The Charter ovemde mut  



be renewed every five years to remain valid. The Alberta govemment actively ensures 

that mmiage is between a man and a woman exclusively and same sex couples are 

exc luded. 

Educating for Political Rights 

TCC provides numerous opponunities for students to understand political rights 

in the area of freedorns of activities, such as a right to participate in public and political 

affain and in decisions affecting one's life, that are taken for granted in democntic 

societies like Canada. In a section entitled Participatory Citizenship, TCC encourages 

students to participate in society in rnany different ways including voting. letten to the 

media, lobbying, informing themselves or discussing politics with other citizens. and 

public protests (p. 260-263). On the latter strategy, it would have been useful for TCC to 

note thilt citizen's protests can sometimes be met by repressive and even violent actions 

by authori tieslpolice on dernonstnton which sets a dangerous trend against the 

exercising of free speech. as seen dunng the Asia Pacific Econornic Coopention (APEC) 

Summit in Vancouver in 1998. TCC notes two main areas of participation: volunteenng 

in the community and working to influence political decision making. On the latter point, 

TCC emphasizes that: 

. . . political participation is vev important. Goventment decisions affect 
e ve~onek  lfe ... A dernucratic s o c i e ~  gives the opponiinity tu infliience 
govemment decisions. Change happens throtiglz the participation of citizens in 
the political process. (p. 261) 

Frorn a human rights education perspective, this discussion of political participation 

should be strengthened. Although TCC does note the role of special interest groups in 

influencing governent policies, it needs to remind students of structures of unequd 

power in al1 societies, including Canada, which can favor the influence of powerful elites 



and organizations (e.g. large corporations) over that of ordinary citizens, especially 

disadvantaged groups. Unfortunately, TCC stresses the formal and legai concept of 

citizenship. Some members of Canadian society are non-permanent residents prior to 

gYning citizenship but they too are entitled to a wide range of political nghts (except for 

example, in voting) and hence, should ûlso be encoumged to participate in political and 

public affain. 

On the specific right of voting, TCC appropriately reminds students that this was not 

always available to sevenl disadvantaged groups such as women, the poor, non-property 

owners. Natives and slaves (pp.218-719). TCC also has a list of others, such as pnsonen 

(those serving 2 yem or more) and those in mental institutions, that cannot vote (p.218). 

Deniûl of the right to vote has left a legacy of people victimized because they Iack 

political representation around the world. 

Within the area of freedoms of affiliation, TCC provides considenble content in 

regard to the right to self-determination and the right to freely determine one's political 

status. Chapter 3, for example focuses on the theme of Candian unity and hizhlights the 

concepts of alienation due to regional disparities and movements for sepmtism such as 

the long-standing campûign for Quebec sovereignty (p. 70- 105). 

On the Quebec issue, TCC helps students understand the motivations for political 

support within Quebec for various degrees (intemal and extemal) of self-determination 

(p. 86-89). It also usefully raises the arguments for the federalist position (p. 90). 

However, the failed referenda have resulted in a constitutional challenge that TCC  COU^^ 

not have anticipated: a Clarity Bill was created by the Federal govemment in response to 

a politicd requirement set out in the Secession Reference (1998) by the Supreme Court of 

Canada (S.C.C.). It involves an Aboriginal righu issue with regard to having control 

over themselves and their lands should Quebec succeed in a hni~ derendum. Clearly, 

teachea using TCC today have much to consider in helping students view Quebec's 

sovereignty issue from a perspective that takes into account the n@t to self- 



determination of a political territory and that of specific groups living within that 

temtory, and Canadians outside Quebec. 

On the vital issue of the right to (intemal) self determination of the Fint Nations or 

Aboriginal peoples in Canada, TCC's discussion needs improvement from a human rights 

education perspective. While the section on Native Politics (p. 10 1-103) descnbes the 

past and present policies of colonization and assimilation. it does not fully express the 

t q i c  scale of suffenng and oppression expenenced by Aboriginal peoples. TCC 

however, does help students understand the root causes underlying the 1990 Oka cnsis 

(p. 104) which provides a cornpelling exernplar of the urgency for meeting the rights of 

the First Nations. It should be pointed out that although theoretically. the Canadian 

govemment accepts that self-government is a step in the right direction, Canadian regions 

under Native political influence still officially remain as temtones: Yukon. Nonhwest 

and Nunavut. They are denied provincial status with the accompanying political and 

economic rights in Canada. Nunavut is too recent to be addressed by TCC. which does 

not point out the discriminatory territorial status of the "Indian" temtories with Native 

majonty populations. As Williams (1000) claims. a Canada without Native 

discrimination would have thineen provinces. Canadian Native discrimination is hidden 

or systemic: 

Hidden discrimination ... is hardcr to identify. It is less direct - even invisible 
- biit jiist as hamfitl. Hidden discrimination targrted ut a whole commiinity 
happens wlien a poiicy, pructice or -teni resdts in a disadvantage to certain 
groups. ... mis kind of discrimination is aiso called systemic or srrucrural 
discrimination, because it operates as part of the basic -stems otir socieg is biiilt 
on, for e-rample, govvemments. banh, schools [and] media (p. 4. The Riglits 
Path). 

TCC also provides opportunities for snidents to reflect on the poiitical ri@ of the 

Canadian nation to sovereignty. TCC (p.222) daims that by the Canada Act of 1982, a 

British Act of the Bntish Parliament of the United Kingdom, Canadians swear allegiance 



to the Queen of Canada, not the Queen of England. 1 checked the Canadian created 

portion of the Canada Act, what comprises Our Constitution, but I found no reference to 

the Queen of Canada. In the Constitution Act 1867, s.2 was repealed but s.9 still vests 

executive power in the Queen. There is also no reference to a repealed section that 

changes the allegiance to the Queen of Canada in the Constitution Act 1982. 

Allegiance to the Queen of Britain would antagonize Canada's French population that 

protested against conscription for what they perceived as British w m  going back to the 

Boer War and including World War 1 (p.78) and WW II. When the Queen lives in 

England, does it make a difference whether allegiance is swom to the Queen of England 

or to the Queen of Canada? When such allegiance is a source of tension in Canada, why 

not swear allegiance to Canada without reference to a theoretical monarch? 

I have noticed the oath of allegiance bas become an issue for the Law Society and the 

media too. Canada's sovereignty, independence, and Our ability to include Quebec may 

depend on severing constitutional references to the monarchy and Britain. References to 

the Queen and the Governor General are sources of discontent in Quebec that Twentieth 

Century Canada overlooks. Separatist govemments have talked in terms of "national" 

interests (p.87) and the Quebec's legislative assembly has been dubbed the "National 

Assembly" (p.go), and a "national holiday. St. Jean Baptiste Day" (p.87) is celebrated. 

TCC discusses the Oath of Allegiance to the Queen of Canada (pp.106-107). When 

the San Juan boundary dispute off Vancouver Island and the Alaskari Panhandle dispute 

were decided, Britain represented Canada of 1872. Why celebrate Confedention of 

1867, if Canada were neither independent nor sovereign; arguably, we are not yet 

sovereign because the U.K. c m  still pass laws in Britain that cm have the effect of 

undoing any Iaw or act created in Canada by Canadian legislators (p.119). Canada 

stopped appeals to the Privy Council in Britain for cases after 1949 (p.119) and the 

Constitution was repatriated in 1982 but it is still rooted in the Canada Act of Great 

Bx-itain, which cm be dtered or revoked by Great Britain, a point the text does not 



disclose as it details various steps to independence. TCC is also helpful to students in 

pointing out numerous examples whereby Canada remained for decades after 

Confedention, under the political domination of Britain (pp. 1 10, 112, 119). 

Another interesting example of limits to Canadian sovereignty given by TCC is the 

issue of Arctic sovereignty (p. 126-129). Because of Canada's lesser military and 

economic power, the resource-rich and ecologically sensitive Canadian Arctic has been a 

point of conflict of sovereign rights between Canada and the United States. The sphere of 

US-Canada economic and political relations covered in TCC also provide opportunities 

for students to appreciate the concepts of independence and autonomy that cm impact on 

the human rights of Canadians and other peoples. TCC does alen students to criticisms of 

Canadian cooperation with the USA in strategic military prognms such as NORAD 

(North Amencan Air Defense Agreement). 

... For somc Canadiaris. the ciose lies with die Amrricuns tliroiigli NORAD are 
riricornfortable. Althoiigli Canada sliares in NORAD decision making. Canada's 
dependen- on the United States for defense has increased. Mun? people beiieve 
tliat Canada S pro-rimity tu the United States wodd lead to enonnoiu Conadian 
siiffering in the event of a nticleur conflict that involves the United States. Fall-orit 
from snch a nvar woiild easily contaminare Canadian ternoto?y, or Canada coirld 
even sente as a battlegrotind for nvo othcr countnes to sertie their con flic^. (p. 
154) 

Another appropriate example raised in TCC about international conflicts over 

Canadian sovereignty is the so-called "turbot war." When Spanish and Ponuguese boa& 

exceeded their fishing quotas of turbot in Canadian waters, a Canadian fishenes patrol 

boat fired warning shots and arrested the crew of the Spanish fishing ship (p. 137-133). 

This Ied to tensions between Canada and the European Union until a negotiated 

settlement was reached. This case helps students to see that human rights claimed by 

different parties could lead to conflict. 



TCC also informs students of some Canadian policies to assert foreign policy 

independence from the United States, especially initiated under the Trudeau era (p. 130- 

13 1). However, TCC needs to help students appreciate ihat Canada's involvement in the 

North Amencan Treaty Organization (NATO) (p. 153-153) and other Western strategic 

alliances can l e d  to violations of human rights of peoples in other countries and regions 

(e.g., impact of sanctions against Iraq, direct or indirect support of dictatonhips). 

Although TCC describes Canada's participation in the Gulf war and the war in the 

Balkans, and reminds students of human rights violations through ethnic cleansing, the 

analyses need to be more holistic (p. 193-195). For example, the West's role in arming 

Sadam Hussein, prior to the Gulf conflict and human nghts abuses by groups other than 

the Serbs in Bosnia should have been clarified (New Intemationalist ,1994). 

One useful case where TCC can help students understand the problem of self- 

determination in the international arena is the Israeli-Pdestinian conflict, In 1948, the UN 

created Israel in the hopes that a Jewish State May prevent future holocausts and 

penecutions of Jewish minonties in other countnes as occurred in WWII (p.189). In 

securing rights for the penecuted Jewish populations who had been ernigrating to the 

area since the 1920s when the idea of a Jewish state was fint conternplated, many of the 

area's present occupants were displaced. The Palestinian rights may be secured with the 

creation of a Palestinian state that borders Israel. In tems of human nghts education, 

teachen will need to provide more analysis of the complex conflict than is found in TCC 

(Chomsky, 1983). 

Finally under education for political rights, TCC contains considerable content to help 

students understand the cornplex issue of what democracy means in theory and pnctice. 

Exernplars include: the division in powen between feded and provincial govenunents 

that cm lead to conflicts and dienation (p. 328237, 96-100); block voting by p d e s  in 

Pariiament (p. 233); the limited power of the Senate in spite of its theoretical veto power 

(p. 234); the checks and balances among the three branches of govemment (p. 240); 



domestic govemment methods for assessing public views and listening to public opinions 

pnor to the passing of bills (p.264), and the tension between public role versus private 

beliefs as in the publicized case of Member of Parliament (MP) Svend Robinson who was 

arrested in 1994 for joining a peaceful protest against clear-cut logging (p. 220-221). 

From a human nghts education perspective, it is aiso good to read in TCC that "the most 

important check on govemment power is active citizen participation. Through 

participation, citizens can ensure their govemment is democratic, responsible, and 

representative" (p. 240). 

It is important that TCC noted, "democrücy existed in Nonh Amenca long before the 

first Europeans appeared" (p. 2 L7), in describing Iroquois democracy that existed pnor to 

European contacts. Students were thereby alened that democracy was not unique to 

Western societies. 

Educating for Econornic Rights 

While there is a significant content in TCC that would have been relevant to educating 

for economic rights. unfonunately, the book's approach to economic issues fails to 

provide an adequate understanding of the right to minimum living standards and work 

nghts. The nght to developrnent is somewhat better treated but still there are many areas 

for improvement. 

With regard to rights related to minimum living standards, TCC does not help 

students undentand the meaning and realities of Canadians living below the poverty line 

in a country that has been consistently ranked fint in the UN Human Development Index. 

For example, in a section entitled Standard of Living, the emphasis is on regional 

disparities within Canada (p. 51) and the related issue of fedenl policies of equaiization 

among provinces (p. 60-61). Students should be informed about the concentration of 

wealth in Canadian society and the significance of the increasing gap between rich and 

poor, as well as the stmcniral causes of such inequalities (Clark 1991, EJ 1996, Williams 



EJ 1999). The anaiysis must go beyond the statement that "even a region with a great 

ded of weaith cm have a low standard of living for most of [its] population if this wealth 

is not distributed fairly among its citizens" (p. 5 1). 

Likewise, in the section on wages and the economy, TCC again stresses wage 

disparities among provinces, and attributes poveny to lack of education, facilities, and 

mes of employrnent (p. 55-56). A humm rights education perspective would need to 

raise students' awareness about the concept of power in determining wealth or poveny. 

Other important rights related to the provision of social security and unemployment 

benefits are virtually not discussed in TCC. 

TCC shows little interest in the area of work rights, even though it would have been 

relevant to discussions of wages and the economy, the service industry, rnanufacturing 

and industry, and economic strength (p. 53-57). 

In the area of right to development, TCC provides more opportunities for students to 

understand why and how economic development is linked to promotion or violation of 

human rights. But as analyzed below, the paradigm or orientation emphasized by TCC 

diminishes the quality of their undentanding. 

TCC devotes, in its chapter on international coopention. a significant amount of 

content on development in South countries including Canûdian aid policies (p. 196-708). 

TCC essentially depicts Canada as an affluent industrialized country with social welfare 

prograns, whose citizens "often do not realize how fortunate they are," in conmt  to 

South countries "that are not as fortunate" (p. 700). Studenrs are then informed of the 

symptoms and an explanation of South poveay: 

Some people do not have the bmics for daily living. More thun halfthe children in 
the world sufferfrom lack of food. Some will never see a doctor. Almost halfof 
the world cmnut read and wnte ... Developing countries rely zipon traditional 
farming or fishing techniques, and lack the modem indz~stnal infrastructure to 
compete in the global economy. (p. 200) 



Clearly, TCC endones the modemizûtion paradigm of development which avoids a 

critical analysis of structunl injustices within and mong  nations. Thus students can miss 

the oppominity to undentand that human nghts violations in the South are linked to the 

role of powerfui and rich nations as well as the transnational corporations in a globalized 

world economy (Brecher-Costello 1994, Barnet-Cavanagh 1994, New Intemationalist 

1995). 

TCC then goes on to justify the mle of foreign aid as an act of charity from Canada 

and other rich nations to the poor South: 

Many developed nations sricli as Canadu feel a sense of responsibiiip to parts of 
the world rvliich are not as forninate. Many developed nations give aid to the 
develop ing wo rld .. . [consisring] of money. edrrcation, food, n~edical siippl ier. 
expertise, technology. loans or gmnts; in short, anything that helps improve the 
standard of living in poor cortritries. (p.  ZOO) 

TCC does mention that aid can also benefit donor nations like Canada, such as tied 

aid and helping Russia to develop a new free-market economy and a democratic 

govemment which will be favorable for Canadian investments (p. 702). Aiding the poor 

is also seen as protecting Canada's international economic interests. 

If poprilation overcroi~ding and disease are allowed to nin rtncizecked in 
developing nations. inevitably the ivar or disease will affect Canadians. By 
improving the qrtality of life for ateryone in the world, Canada can protect irs 
own ability to trade and travel safeiy arorind the globe. (p. 201). 

This discussion of aid projects to students is a selfcentered understanding of 

Canada's foreign poiicy and relations with peoples of the South. But especially TCC fails 

to evoke a sense of accountability for Canadian economic activities that undermine basic 

economic rights, including the role of Canadian transnational corporations and the 

international debt trap (Toh 1987, George 1987, Bamaby 1988, Clark 1991). 



TCC also describes the role of the Canadian International Development Agency 

(CIDA) in assisting over 100 developing countries (p. 203-206). Many of these p r o m s  

are based on equitable developrnent principles such as puning poverty fint, helping 

people to help themselves, and partnership so as to reach the poorest. TCC does however, 

bnefly mention some criticisms of aid including tying of aid and rich countries should 

take care of their own poor first (p. 208). Nevenheless. TCC needs to help students mise 

more questions about CIDA aid which can widen inequaiities or contribute to 

environmental destruction. TCC provides descriptive information (pp.174435) on the 

1944 Bretton Woods, New Hampshire conference that created the International Monetary 

Fund (IMF) and the World Bank (WB or International Bank for Reconstruction and 

Development-[BRD). Human ringhts education requires. however, that students be 

exposed to available critiques thüt show these agencies' contribution to global injustice 

(Maren. 1997). 

TCC details the difficulties with aid cornprion: local authonties take foreip aid as 

contributions to their persona1 wealth nther than distribute it to their local populations. 

Donor actions to stop the aid comption produces cries of "cul tunl interference" for w hat 

is locally legal (p.208). This practice is called systemic corruption but TCC does not 

narne it. For students reading the text, they get the impression that it is merely a different 

cultunl pnctice or tradition. Some traditional or cultural practices should not be 

continued or condoned but TCC should make that point conceming systemic aid 

corruption. Findly, in regard to aid, TCC should remind students that aid may be 

distributed by nongovemental orpirations (NGOs). While there is some evidence 

(Maren, 1997) that some NGOs can aiso be comipt, many more NGOs are engaged in 

pssroots development activities that uphold the rights of poor peoples (Partnerships, 

1996). 

On the specific issue of trade in international development, TCC provides a liberai 

economic approach which does not question globd injustices and supports elite-centered 



globalization (p. 168). Thus, Canadian relations and interests in the Pacific rim and in the 

Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) are primarily justified in terms of 

increased tnde and investments (p. 174). No mentioned is made of human rights 

violations by dictatorial regirnes such as the former Marcos era in the Philippines and 

Suharto in Indonesia. Similarly, although a few opposing arguments are rnentioned TCC 

largely presents a favorable view of free trade (e.g. North American Free Trade 

Association (NAFïA)) (p. 168-169). Hence, students receive no information on the strong 

movements that have organized to challenge the violations of workers rights. TCC 

however does heip students better undentand the conflicts between tndeldevelopment 

activities and the environment such as. for example. impons of tuna caught by methods 

that kill too many dolphins or manufacturing that causes pollution (p. 172-173). 

TCC discusses positively the role of GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs and 

Tnde). now the WTO (World Trade Organization). For example. it argues that 

... wliile ou the si.ifncr sitclt agreements niuy seem Izannfitl to Cïrriadian 
interests, a closer look reveals long-tetm benefits. Throngh the elimination of 
\vu rld agticr tlriird stibsidies, Canada in itially secii red large r mcirkets for ifs 
wlzeat and oil-secd crops. Iii the Ioiig terni, ineficient Canïidian famis i ~ z q  close 
clown, enliuncing Canada's overuli econornic secri rity by irnproving the rconomic 
eficienq of the coriniry as a ivhole. (p .  171) 

Human rights educators will question TCC's approach here since it does not pose 

serious questions about the impact of such liberalization policies on the economic riers 

of small Canadian frumers and citizen consumers, not to mention Canadian economic 

sovereignty. It is an argument of Milton Friedman "invisible hand" econornics on the 

one hand and economic protections dlowing farrners sufficient time to m s f e r  their 

crops, and to balance locally sustainable and economically viable crops on the other hand 

(Friedman, 198 1)- 



Finaily, TCC provides substantial content on economic development issues within 

Canada. One major issue raised is the dispaity between richer and poorer provinces (p. 

54-55). On this point, TCC refen to the Constitution Act 1982 with respect to how it 

addresses regional disparities in a way to level the standard of living across Canada (p. 

60). But it does not reproduce the relevant section, s.36 of the Constitution Act 1982, 

which "cornmits the Parliament and the legislatures, together with the govemment of 

Canada and the provincial govemments, to (a) promote equal opportunities for the well- 

being of Canadians; (6) further economic development to reduce disparity in 

opportunities; and (c) provide essential public services of reasonable quality to al1 

Canadians." 

From the perspective of human rights education, it is important for students to be 

aware of the Constitution Act, including s.36, because rnany democracies usually 

overlook economic rights. The free market is based upon cornpetition, with winnen and 

losen. Market economies expect incentives to drive it efficiently and productively while 

gaps between the nch and the poor are expected to provide the incentives to succeed. As 

a result, the economic rights of the rich are reinforced at the expense of the poor. 

Furthennore, TCC * s discussion of tnns fer payments merel y presents a debiite (pp.62-63) 

about how taxpayen of "have" provinces pay a higher price, burdened by sending money 

to "have-notT' provinces, than those who in tum pay less tax to be Canadian, those who 

live and receive benefits from transfer payrnents to their have-not province. TCC needs to 

emphasize that shaing provincial weaith does not direct financial resources to regions 

within a province that may most require it. 

In Canada, jobs were created for people in areas (1) with and (2) without (p.66) an 

infnstructure for development but TCC does not discuss the issue of "work for welfare," 

now being tested as a means of finding jobs that allegedly deviate joblessness and with 

it, poverty. Unfominately, work for welfare rnay be a form of slavery that forces the poor 

to work for their subsistence, rather than acquùe the education and training they need to 



compete in the market place. No economy is diversified by forcing those on social 

assistance to work for their welfare cheques. They have a right to a job but the 

govemment lacks the right to force them to work for welfare that results in the job being 

a duty, obligation or condition. From the perspective of humm rights education, students 

can benefit from exposure to such an analysis. 

Educating for Social Eüghts 

TCC is much less useful for clarifying issues of social rights, except in the area of health 

and environmental care. There is hardly any discussion of the basic need for housing. and 

the right to education, although it does admit that there are regional disparities in 

education within Canada: in some areas. people cannot afford to continue their schooling: 

other areas lack facilities (p. 56). 

Students have an opponunity to consider the right to health care in the section on 

Medicare (p. 64-65). TCC use full y reminds students that, despite federal-provinciûl 

conflicts, a national heolth care system such as Medicare cün promote the rights of al1 

ci tizens. 

In ri country of diverse regionr. if is imponanr to fosrer uni? by distribuhg 
goods and semices tu al1 ciricens in a fair and eqaitable manner. Throrigh 
programs like the National Health Insurance Program. Canada reduces 
dispariries benveen peuples of different economic situations. ï l i s  in turn helps tu 
iinifi different socioeconornic groups by providing everyone witlt a conimon 
standard of living. (p. 165) . 

In the area of the ight to sustainable environment, TCC provides sevenl exemplars and 

issues for the students to consider. As earlier mentioned, TCC challenges students to look 

at the impact of trade on the environment (p. 172-173). A whole section is devoted to the 

concept of environmental security (p. 162-163). Students are exposed to environmentai 

prob!ms such as Chernobyl, Exxon Valdes oil spill, destruction of Amazonian rain 



forest. global warming, and especially acid min which involves US-Canada relations and 

tensions (p. 163). Students will realize that a sustainable environment will help to protect 

social and economic rights of al1 citizens (Mackintosh, 1990). 

TCC sees overfishing (p.43) as the reason for oil and gas exploration off-shore in the 

Atlantic provinces. Canadian regulations were insufficient to stop other nations such as 

Spain from fishing Atlantic stocks to near extinction. Hence, the Maritime provinces 

must diveni fy their econornies. 

The Prairies are described as producing beef cattle without a statement that cattle 

consume a greater percentage of resources than humans. Oil and gas were described as 

contributing to wealth from natural resources without any mention of a downside such as 

potential environmental hazards (p. 46, TCC); and the forestry industry of B.C. was 

described as being concerned about deforestation but there was no explmation of 

deforestation in the section, nor was there a definition of deforestation at the beginning of 

the unit. 

TCC helps students dnw links between the right to a sustainable environment and the 

rights of indigenous peoples in Canada. For example, compensation to the Cree in 

exchange for environmental damage cnused by the James Bay project was in the form of 

money and regional autonorny (p.45, TCC). The text sugpsts water may be exported but 

it does not indicate the potentid downside of exporting water from the Great Lakes 

region. Traditional hunting, fishing and tmpping by the Inuit and the lure of tourism is 

how TCC describes the North (p.18) but the text does not mention that tounsm could 

contibute to environmental damqe. TCC contains an excellent exercise for creating an 

environmental anti-pollutmt bill (p.237) 

Education for Cultural Rights 

Ovedl  TCC contains substantid text for students to appreciate various dimensions of 

cultural ri&&. In the area of cultural development. TCC is strong in clarifying the right 



to keely pursue one's right to cultural development and identity. Thus, in the first chapter 

on Canadian identity, TCC explains the origins of the Canadian "cultural mosaic" since 

the 17'~ century (12-13). As it states: 

Canada's Govemment has adopted policies to encourage immigrants and citizens 
to retain parts of their ancestral cultitres with each culture contributing tu the 
Canadian cultural mosaic . . . . . . . The enomo ris diversity of Canada's 
ethnocultrîral mots hus mennt that many Canadians have a double sel/-identity. 
(p* 12) 

Students therefore are encounged to respect the right of al1 cultural and ethnic groups 

to preserve and develop their heritage while being open to accepting or even adopting 

other cultunl influences through "diffusion" (p. 13). TCC notes that "without the benefit 

of Native expenences," many exploren and settlen would not have survived (p. 13). 

TCC funher acknowledges the distinct ways of life as well as the divenity within Native 

peoples. It also helps students to apprecinte that before European colonization. Native 

peoples had well established social and cultunl systems. 'They had well developed trade 

patterns, religions, laws and govemment" (p. 15). 

In discussing multiculturalism, TCC provides a useful contrast of positive and 

negative views of multiculturalism policies (p. 30-3 l), which helps students understand 

why some Canadians may behave negatively towards newcomers. 'The ncisrn 

experienced by many immigrants and native groups in Canada is clear evidence that not 

al1 Canadians embnce multicultunlism as part of their personal identity" (p. 31). On 

new and non-European immigmts, TCC occasiondly refen to the violations of their 

rights, such as the head tivr on Chinese and the intemrnent of Iapanese during WWD. 

TCC states: 

Despite the Govemment's efforts to encourage the ctrltural diver* of 
Cmadiuns, mmry c u l ~ r a l  and ethnic groups remain dissati$ed. Incidents of 
intolermce and racim are not uncornmon across the country. A challenge for 



Canada, if it is to remain sriccessfrd as a nation. is tu eliminate discrimination 
and inequality, and tu ensiire t h  al1 Canadians, regardless of their country of 
birth or their ethnic or cultural backgrounds, have equal oppominities in sociev. 
(p. 290) 

From a human rights education perspective, TCC needs to provide more 

understanding of the nature of systemic racism that continues to be faced by ethnic 

"rninorities" and Aboriginal peoples (Rights Path, 1998). 

TCC discusses issues related to the right to speak one's native language. In the 

section on bilingualism, TCC notes its conflictual nature and a gap between the policy 

and the reality of Canada's multicultunl society. As it notes, 

"Large niimbers of Canadians do not daim the linguistic and cultural herirage of 
citlier of the foitnding groups .... Somc Native groiips stlggested tliat since they 
w r e  here first. there sltocild be provisions for their languages. Ot lw sizable 
immigrant grotips stich as the Ukrainian Canadians have also made d m n d s  for 
tlwir own langiiages. (p. 27) 

Hence. students can explore alternative policies that cm help promote language 

maintenance and development of diverse cultural groups in Canada. as is occurring 

through bilingual schooling programs (e.g.. Ukninian and Chinese) in Alberta. 

TCC does not enter into a definitional discussion of multiculturalism, 

intercultunlism, crosscultunlism or cultural democracy. nor does it indicate what 

distinguishes one from the other. 

TCC also mises the issue of Canadian culturai development in relation to extemal 

influences, especially those coming from the United States. As it notes, 

Canada also has trouble controlling the infience of Amerkan culture on its 
population. Cultural information flows stronger from South to North rhan the 
orher way around Compared [with] what Canadiam h o w  about the Unired 
States, mmty Americans know very linle about their northern neighbors. (p .  34) 



Hence, Canada hm policies of "cultural protectionism" as "an essential factor for the 

survival of Canadian identity and the Canadian nation" (p. 36). However, TCC needs to 

help students better undentand the political and economic structures that enable 

Amencan cultunl influence to be so strong. 

Global Forces of the Twentieth Century 

Educating for Civil Rights 

In describing one of the themes of this book, Global Interactions during the Inter war 

Penod and the Second World War. GF mentions "justice, human rights. and the 

ideologies influencing the inter war period" (p. vii). Unlike the Grade 10 book TCC, GF 

does not discuss directly and explicitly the issue of human rights except in a few 

occasions related to the United Nations organization (p. 150). the Glasnost period in post 

cold-war Russia (p. 150). the Helsinki Accord (p. 271-272). and the repressive Ceasescu 

regirne in Romania (p. 298). However. as students work through the textbook. the 

content presents sevenl opportunities for students to undentand the impact of global 

forces during the twentieth century on human nghts. But in contrast to TCC. GF places 

more emphasis on educating for civil and political rights thm on economic, social and 

cultunl rights. 

Given the histoncal orientation of GF on numerous events and episodes of world. 

regionai and civil wars and other forms of militaxized conflict, students are continually 

confronted by violations of the right to iife and other ri&& of dignity. For example, in 

WWI, GF documents the "staggering Iosses" suffered by warring countries. 

In the Jim f i e  month of fighting, the French and Germans had lost about a 
million soldiers each, and the Brinish Erpeditionary Force alone lost airnosr hulf 
of its 160,000 soidier strength. The figures were staggetfng, but d l  by 



cornparison of what was to corne. The objective of Bntain and France was tu hrirl 
the invaders out of France and Belgiurn. This could be done only by infantry 
attacks against the machine guns. barbed wire, and mine fields that protected the 
Geman lines, in places seven km deep. These assnults worild cost an average of 
5.000 lives everyd- for the nexr 52 months. (p. 16) 

GF reports that 10 million soldiers and civilians were killed in WWI. 21 million 

soldien and civilians were wounded and 68 million people contributed either supplies or 

work for the prepmtion of war in which they did not directly participate (p.21). GF also 

states that WWII killed 50 to 60 million people comprising: 20 million Soviets, 10 

million Chinese, 5 million Gemans. 2 million Japanese, 2 million among the British, 

French and Italians combined, and ... 14 million centrd Europeans including victims of 

the genocide. and ... 295,000 Americans (p. 130- 13 1). but Canadians are not included in 

the statistics. Throughout the book. students also encounter the tragic loss of Iives in 

many conflicts such as the Spanish civil war (p. 59). the Russian revolution (p. 70). the 

Japanese nid of Nanjing (p. 103). the Chinese revolution led by Mao (p. 100-103). the 

Japanese occupation of Southeast Asian countries in WWII (p. MO), the Korean war (p. 

235), the India-Pakistan partition (p. 234), the Arab-Israeli wars (p. 2 13-3 16). the 

Vietnam war (p. 238), the Iran-Iraq war (p. 317), the Contra war in Nicmgua (p. BO), 

the Gulf war (p. 219). the Rwanda civil war of 1994 (p. 165), and the Bosnian war (p. 

3 13). 

in GF's presentation of these conflicts, the casualties sustained by soldien are 

highlighted. From a human rights education perspective. students need to undenrand that 

civilians dso suffer great violations of their right to life and various rights of dignity. It is 

helpful that GF mentions that the cost of WWII includes: 

... a fur larger number lefi homeless. and the material und environmental costs of 
industrial devastation. Mere figures fui2 tu convey the homfying breadth of the 
human cost of this war. ( p .  13 1) 



GF does report that during the Battle of Britain in the air from June 10 to mid- 

September of 1940. thousands of British civilians were killed and wounded (pp. 113-1 15). 

But GF does not report the number of German civilians killed and wounded from British 

reciprocal nids on Geman cities. In humm rights education. the right to life is univend 

and applies to al1 sides, whether victon or losea of a conflict. 

Undoubtedly, the most tragic and homfying case of violations of the rights of dignity 

of peoples was the genocide committed by the Hitler regime in the holocaust, where 

some 10 million Jews, Gypsies, and Slavs in Europe were tortured and executed (p. 124- 

125). While the role of the German and Nazi military forces as mass murderen and 

perpetraton of such crimes against humanity is identified in GF, it is equally important 

that students also realize the complicity of ordinary citizens and the passivity of the 

international community. GF provides a +pphic narration of the violations of individual's 

and peoples' rights during the Third Reich from 19341939, highlighting the atrocities 

committed (pp.51-55). The book could have explûined further that the depth and 

ruthlessness of human rights violations during this period served as revons to create a 

code of human rights conduct for the future of the world (UN, 1948). GF however. 

commented on how "Foreign nations did not protest" the atrocities of "fistûllnacht 

(Glass Night) November 1938" when '26,000 mde Jews were arrested and sent to 

concentration camps, ... 70 [men] were murdered, ... women and girls were nped and 

beûten in public" (p.53). 

Similarly. in the Rwanda genocide of 1994 (p. 165) and the Bosnim wars (p. 313), 

the atrocities of ethnic cleansing involved not just soldiers but ais0 civilians who even 

turned on their neighbors and fnends. The implication for human rights education in 

these examples is that a culture of human rights needs the commitment of al1 citizens, not 

just leaders of government and the armed forces. Furthemore, it would have been more 

educaùond to also add a more holistic analysis of the mot causes of such anocities 

cornmitted by humans against fellow humans (Barnaby, 1988). 



GF discussion of the atomic bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki by the US is 

somewhat limited in explaining the full scaIe of the violations of the rights to dignity of 

the hundreds of thousands of civilians killed in the bombing. GF approach to this homfic 

event in human history tends to uphold official US justification: 

... the atomic bomb ... was the weapon that ivoiild elirninate the need to Nivade 
the home islands and therefore Save coruitless Amencan banle cascialties. The 
decision to rise the bomb \vas never in doubt. The atomic bomb also meant that 
the Arnericans no longer needed the Soviets as allies in the Pacijic. The war corild 
now bc won without them. (p. 141) 

From the human rights perspective, students need to be exposed to alternative views 

inciuding US cold-war policy to contain the USSR and the ethical valuing of American 

soldien* lives over so many Japanese civilian lives (World Guide 199711998). 

Furthemore, GF states that after WWII, the Americans identified and tried 28 war 

criminals in Tokyo, Japm and transported 9000 other Japanese to be tned for w u  crimes 

elsewhere in Southest Asia (p. 33 1). GF also describes how US General LeMay decided 

to terronze civilian populations to break the Japanese people's spirit (p.147). There is no 

doubt that an atom bomb dropped on a civilian population qualifies as a crime agûinst 

humanity under the critena of "genocide" and "devastation of cities" defined in 

international law. Yet GF does not question why nobody has brought a charge for these 

atomic bombings of civilin cities before the international court of justice. From the 

penpective of human rights education, crimes against hurnanity need to be addressed 

regardless of who are the perpetnton. Moreover, GF account needs to mention that the 

deal made by the US authorities in not charging Emperor Hirohito in exchange for 

Japan's biologicd warfare technology (Bamaby, 1988). 

The topic of the nuclear arms and arms control that GF discusses in some detail (p. 

300-207) aiso provides a good opportunity to look at the ri@ to life. As GF notes: 



Tlie 1950s and the 1960s were characterized by technological innovations that 
resrilted in a vast array of weapons, none of whiclz could be used withhout the risk 
of an all-out nuclear holocarist- The a m s  race developed out of a desire on each 
side to possess enough new and technoiogically superior weaponry to prevent the 
opposition from striking firsr. ( p .  200) 

The possible nuclear holocaust that cm occur unless the nuclear arms race is 

abolished and detemnce abandoned will remind students that the nuclear powen hold the 

right to life in their han& Hence. GF could have demonstrated empowerment to students 

by including not just the technical and political details of the arms race and arms control 

but also the efforts of people's movements worldwide to attain nuclear dismament 

(Caldicott 1983, TCC p. 157). 

In relation to war crimes, GF does not differentiate it from crimes against humanity 

and includes wor crimes arnong five of the seven principles reproduced from the 1950 

International Law Commission on the conduct of war: 

... ( 1 )  an individ~iol wlto comniits a12 intenzntional criminul net c m  br plinished 
for it; (2) Iicads of stutr ore liubh fOr piinislznzait; (3) f~llowing or<lrrs is no 
drfence in lciw; (4)  crimes ngainst peuce incliide the planning and icuging of wac 
(5) war crimes and crimes against Iiiirnanity Niclnde: genociùe. deponation. slave 
labor, pliinder. kif h g  of Iiostages. und devastation of cities. ( p .  1 19) 

GF reports that "14 Nazi leaders ... and fifty thousand othen. ... were brought to trial 

for crimes against humnnity" (p. 130). Some were "sentenced to death," othen to "Iife in 

prison" or "10-20 year" prison tems, while othen were "acquitteci" (p.130). The crime 

chat produced convictions was "planning and waging of wu," but the international coun 

did not rule on genocide because it was then considered an intemal matter and it did not 

mle on bombings of civiüan populations "because it was not asked to" (p.130). Teachers 

using GF today will be able to alert studenu to the advances in prosecuting human ~ g h t s  

violaton for crimes against hurnanity, especidly the International War Crimes Tribunais 

on Rwanda and the former Yugoslavia, and the recent development to establish a 

permanent International Criminal Court. 



GF discusses the world distribution of power after WWII, stating that the US emerged 

as the premiere military, industrial and econornic superpower, with only the Soviets as 

competition in a then bipolar world that had moved the balance of power to North 

Amenca and Asia from Europe (p.13 1), although the USSR is partly in Asia and partly in 

Europe. In the topics for discussion and critical andysis for students provided by GF at 

the end of the section on the Second World War (p. 131-133), there is no question asked 

about the root causes of this global war, which would have been a main concem from the 

perspective of human rights education. 

With respect to the rights of equality under civil rights, GF provides a number of 

learning opportunities for students. The Holocaust of course, as well as ethnic cleansing 

in Rwanda and Bosnia constitute gross violation on ethnic/culturaI grounds. The issue of 

sexual equality however, is hardly discussed. For example, in discussing the Pacific War, 

GF enumerated again the atmcities cornrnitted by the Japanese Imperia1 A m y  including: 

büyoneting civilims without provocation, pillaging hospitals, murdering babies. 

brutalizing prisonen of war, ... clubbing people to death, ...[ descnbing the march of 7000 

Filipinos and many Americans to death on the way to the Bataan concentntion camp]" 

(p.1-M)). However, it  is important to question why GF does not mention the sexual slavery 

of more than 100,000 "comfon women and girls" the Japanese used to "service" their 

troops' sexual desires during WWLI (Sajor, 2000). 

Likewise, in the recent Balkan wars, GF should have nised the use of rape of women 

as a weapon of war. In human rights education, additional violations suffered by women 

in armed conflicts need to be discussed. 

GF gives a hirther example of violations of women's rights due to China's onethild 

policy which was not only coercive in terms of civil rights of the parents but has led to 

femde infanticide (p. 256-257). 

Finally, aithough GF seeks to help students understand sorne of the major global 

forces of the twentieth century, GF misses an excellent opportunïty to remind students 



that the efforts to attain gender equality rights constitutes one of those powerful global 

forces. The women' s movement and feminism gained momenturn worldwide during this 

century and resulted in significant advances in promoting the human nghts of half the 

world's population (Walten-Manicorn, eds. 1996). The approach to interpreting history 

in GF c m  be cnticized for not highlighting the role of women in the making of history of 

peoples and nations, except for a few references to individual women leaden such as 

Tsarina Alexandria in Russia (p. 71), Madame Mao or Jiang Qing in China (p. 103) 

Educating for Poiitical Rights 

GF begins by admitting that the book is "an interpretation of the political and military 

history of the industrial powen of the twentieth century in their quest for global 

supremacy and national security" (p. 1). These powen have "routinely exercised the 

political. rnilitary and economic power to shripe the world in their own self-interest" (p. 

2). The book therefore provides students with a particullu paridigm of understanding 

international relations bved on concepts of the nation state and redpolitik. As GF states: 

ln tlic final annlysis. al 1 in temational relationsl~ ips, wlzeilie r th rot [gh coii.ict or 
cooperation, are govemed by the e-risting poiver stntcture of the world's nation 
states. The reality of power [realpolisi~ and the knoivledgr tltat narions nlivays 
act in t k i r  oivn seif intrrest are the concepts basic tu an tmderstanding of 
international relations. (p. 2 )  

From a human rights education perspective, GF appropriately notes that global 

competition mong powerful states has led to irnperialism, coionialism, and wars masked 

as a "Crusade Against Evil," "Manifest Destiny," "White Man's Burden," "Cmsade in 

Europe" and "Containment" (p. 2). However, GFs assumption that the state necessarily 

acts to improve its peoples' qudity of life can be questioned, since governrnents' 

decisions to wage war or conquer may not benefit al1 of its own citizens. Finally, GF 

argues that: 



... 1t was not until war in 1945 when the development of nwlear, biological and 
chemical weopons threatened the very existence of hwnan Ife thnt a rneasure of 
peacefil coexistence and cooperation between the industnul powers emerged. 
This cooperation is cnicial for the solution of present problem like global and 
environmentul degradation, human rights violations. international terrorh,  and 
a decaying standard of living for most of the world S burgeoning population. (p.3) 

In contnst, human nghts and peace educaton would argue that it is the growth of 

cornpetitive militarism that perpetuates hurnan rights violationsl unsustainability and 

global injustice (Adams, 1989). The so-called "peaceful CO-existence" based on the 

pnnciple of deterrence cannot build a culture of peace and hurnan rights. 

In the area of freedom of activity, GF provides sevenl useful case studies for 

students. Thus the Russian revolution and ensuinp repressive policies of collectivization 

(p. 77), authontarian repression in Eastern European States (p. 186. 196), the anti- 

communist Chinese regime of Chiang Kai Shek (p. 98). Maoist communist rule including 

the cultunl revolution of 1966-76 (p. 252-258). and the post-Mao Tianamen massacre of 

pro-democracy students (p. 76 1-265) al1 provide examples of violations of political rights 

of participation, association and peaceful assembly. However, teachen would need to 

remind students that repression of freedoms of activities also take place in western 

democratic societies. For example, GF describes McCanhyism in the 1950s as the US 

witch hunt to reveal "communists" within the US and to prevent them from attaining 

positions of influence, or from working and having the ability to eam a living (p. 183). 

As a result. nghts of many innocent citizens were grossly violated. GF however does not 

refer to other examples like the suppression of the civil rights and anti-Vietnam war 

movements in the US and the disarmament campaigns in Western Europe and North 

Amenca (Bamaby, 1988). 

With respect to freedoms of affi~liation under political rights, GF includes topics 

through which students cm understand more specific rights like the ri&& to self- 

determination, freedom of movement and rights of refugees. GF considered the Helsinki 



Accord of 1975 to be the introduction of human rights in the Eastern bloc (especially 

mobility rights of political dissidents and the emigntion of lews) and security as key 

global issues, taking over from arms control. But GF also notes that the Soviet Brezhnev 

Doctrine was incompatible with the principle of nonintervention in the internai, domestic 

affain of independent nations (p.27 1). Likewise, the U.S. hemispheric Monroe Doctrine 

of 1823 and the concepts of spheres of influence, econornic zones, colonial empires and 

impenalisrn are equally at odds with the same principle. The idea of a principle of 

nonintervention in the intemal affairs of other nations has never been respected and it has 

certainly been violated constantly duting the last 500 yean of colonial empire building. 

GF also provides a substantive section on the Isneli-Palestinian conflict in the Middle 

E s t  (p. 2 1 1-217). GF shows how the political strygles for self-determination of both 

Isnelis and Palestinians have led to violence, wan, and violations of human rights 

suffered by both conflicting parties. GF also discusses tactics of terrorism used in the 

Middle East, such as taking hostages, hijûcking and sübotaging aircraft. bombings and in 

oenenl the killing of innocent people for no apparent reson (pp.234-225). Some issues cZ 

however, deserve elabontion such as the mass killings in the Palestinian refugee camps 

by Isneli-backed Lebanese militia, the Israeli militûrired control of the occupied 

temtoties, and the role of fundamentalist Muslim groups in acts of tenorism. 

In the case of China, GF does explain the retum of Hong Kong to Chinese control and 

the on-going question of Taiwan's claim to independence (p. 261-264). However, the 

situation of Tibet and the ongoing struggle of the Tibetan people for political freedoms 

and self-determination is not covered. Tibet would have been a good case study for 

students to examine questions of political rights, especially dnwing on the nonviolent 

campaign for change led by the Ddai Lama (World Guide, 1997-1998). 

Another useful example in GF on the ri@ to self-detexmination and to fieely 

deterrnine one's poiiticai status concems the aspirations of various ethnic nationaüties 

within the former Soviet Union for independence (p. 294-295). Related to this nght are 



exemplm of rnilitarized intervention on the part of powerful western countries (e.g.. US) 

in South countries to suppon counter revolutionary movements (e.g., Nicaragua) (p. 284). 

The issue of refugees and their rights is nised by GF as a specific topic. As it states: 

Since 1990. millions of people have been forced to leave their homes io seek 
safeq elsewhere as a resiilt of political terror und armed conflict. Refiigee 
populations in e-rcess of 10,000 can now be idenrified in 70 o f  the world's states. 
No pan of the world is untonched by the m a s  migration. The UNHCR places the 
niimber as over 30 million. not counting the esrimated more tlzan 5 million 
displaced within their own nation ( p .  160) 

GF briefly discusses the exodus of boat people from Vietnam after the end of the 

Vietnam war (p. 243). Many of the refugees died but 750,000 were accepted as refugees 

among Canada. U.S.. Austrdia, France. Great Britain and German y. whi le another 

90,000 were placed in camps in various ASEAN countnes and in Hong Kong which later 

forcibly sent its refugees back to Vietnam (p. 243). Given the relevance of this issue to 

countries like Canada, US and other Western countries in accepting the boat people. GF 

could have elabonted on whether and how the rights of these refugees were adequately 

protecred in refugee camps and after settlement. In a more genenl discussion. GF notes 

the increasing unwillinpess of Western countries to accept refugees. 

... Heavy infli~res of displaced peoples have placed silch demands on the 
infrustnicture of the indtîstriafized nations that it was increasingly d i ' i l t  to 
provide food and shelrer tu the newcomers. Althoiigh the rigizt to asylzirn 
continues to bc recognized those who were in no danger woiild be repotriated. (p. 
2 19) 

This is likewise illustrated by ment Canadian episodes (e-g. Chinese ship mivals on the 

West Coast) and criticisms by human rights advocates of the refugee process. 

Finaily, with respect to the right to democncy, GF has a chapter (pp.287-303) that 

describes the post cold-war Gorbachev era when the USSR was breaking down. GF @es 

examples of political &dom movements among the countries that were in the Soviet 



sphere of influence and arnong the Soviet republics. GF includes reports of people 

protesting and fleeing nations for recognition of their political rights of free elections, 

participation in govemment, and freedoms of association and assembly. Even though 

their basic economic nghts , their civil rights of individual freedoms from state abuse, 

and their social and cultural rights were intricately linked to their politicai rights, it was 

their political rights that they sought and achieved fint. It was their restrictive freedorn 

of movement and mobility rights that they exercised by violating, in order to escape to 

democratic countnes. Or it was their prohibited freedom of expression (civil) and 

assembly (political) rights that they violated, to stage mass protests that ovenhrew 

repressive communist regirnes, in order to create democratic countnes. 

On the political nght of democracy. GF tends to assume that a democratic society is 

rnodeled by the Western industrialized world whose standards should be emultited by less 

democntic or undemocratic nations in other pans of the world. From a human nghts 

education perspective. students should be encouraged to think aiticall y about alternat ive 

meanings and practices of democracy. Here a useful lesson can be drawn from the 

conduct of Western democracies in the Gulf war Iaunched to punish Saddam Hussein for 

human rights violations. But as GF notes, Saddam Hussein was supported by the US in 

the Iran-Inq war (p. 317) and dso received mi l i t q  support from the Soviet Union and 

the West (p.218). 

Finally, GF helps students to be empowered by the stories of human nghts advocates 

and activists like Andrei Sakharov and his wife, Yelena Bonner, who were jailed for 

speaking against intemal Soviet repression and w a n  in Czechoslovakia and Afghanistan 

(p.291): and Vaclav Havel, a poet and playwright, jailed for denouncing censonhip of 

artists, for laying a wreath at the grave of a youth who pubIicly burned himself to death 

when the Soviets invaded Czechoslovdcia in 1968 (p.298). 



Educaüng for Economic Rights 

GF presents several opportunities for students to appreciate the economic right to 

minimum living standards. Exemplm include Russia under the Tsar. marked by food 

shortages and other econornic deprivations (p. 70), the Ukninian famine of 1937-1933 

(p. 78), the Great Depression in the US (p. 85), the rural poor in Centnl America (p. 279) 

and even in Yeltsin's democntic Russia facing social problems of crime, poverty, il1 

health, male aIcoholism. diseases and inadequate food for about 55 million people 

(p.3 1 1). 

GF however, provides inadequate analysis of the root causes of the violation of this 

right to minimum living standards, except in the Central Amencan case where GF 

identifies the key role of wealthy powerful elites monopolizing resources and land and 

backed by US military and economic support (p. 279). Instead of economically 

divenified economies. the emphasis on export crops led to insufficient production of 

food for domestic consumption causing malnutrition and starvation (p.279). 

In regard to work rights, GF raises a compelling exnmple of gross violation during 

Stdin's e n  in the Soviet Union. 

From 1928 to 194 1. numeroris large projects were completed [by the Soviet 
State]. These incl rtded the Dneiper Dam, the Stalingrad tractor facto-. the 
Mcrgnitogorsk Steel plant in the Urals. the Kuaetsk Basin mines of Siberia, and 
Baltic-White Sea Canal. Many projects were depmdent on slave labor. It is 
estimated that IO million political prisoners were held in concentrution camps 
and were rised in gold mining, forestry. c d  mining, and the building of roads, 
canais, railways and airporis. About 10 percent of these prisoners died each year. 
The camps were continrîally replenished with non-party workers and other 
political opponents of the Soviet regime. (p. 79) 

Furthemore, in GF* concluding chqter in contemponry globai interaction (p. 3 18-32?), 

the whole area of the rights of workea in the global economy could have been 

mentioned In the human rights field, there is now a gowing movement of advocates who 



monitor violations of work rights in the factories and fanns dominated by transnational 

corporations (Brecher-Costello 1994, Bmet-Cavanagh 1994, New Intemationalist 1995). 

A good example for students' empowerment is the ongoing campaign against Nike's use 

of sweat shop labor in its production sites in the South (Canadian Federation of Students). 

Teachers can also mention the carnpaign of the Ontario youth Craig Kielbwger against 

exploi ted child labor engaged in producing carpets, soccer balls. clothing and man y 

consumer items used in Nonh societies (Lee-Wright, 1990). 

In the area of right to development, GF provides inadequate analysis for helping 

students to link the violation or promotion of economic rights to pûradigms of 

development. Under the topic of international economic cooperation. GF merely 

describes the powerful aid agencies like the IMF and the World bank as providers of 

fun& for development (p. 163-163). GF does not critically discuss the well-known 

critiques of these agencies' policies in perpetuûting inequalities (Jackson 1990. Bello 

1990, Brecher-Costello 1994). Likewise in discussing the evlier mentioned GATT and 

succeeding WTO trading structures (p. 163-L64), GF fails to alen students to ar, mumen ts 

that GATT and WTO helped to entrench the global power of Nonh States and 

transnational corporations. 

Finally, on trade blocs, GF merely cites NAFTA (p. 321) without pointing out the 

ongoing violations of economic rights of cheap Mexican labor in the investment zones 

near the US border (Brecher-Costello 1994). 

Educating for Social Rights 

Within the category of social rights, GF provides very linle opportunity to nise issues of 

the right to education, right to housing or the right io health, except in the example of the 

Bu epidemic in 1918-1910 resulting in millions of deaths world wide because people 

were vulnerable as a result of the reduced health caused by the war (p. 20). 



It is with respect to sustainable environment where some exemplm are found in CF. 

The clearest example is the case of the Chemobyl nuclear accident disaster which 

exposed some 1.7 million people to dangerous radiation and "850,000 still live in 

contaminated areas and another 280.000 .... have nowhere to go, [while] birth defects 

have nsen by 20 percent and ... thousands of people will develop some form of cancer" 

(p. 290). Another exemplar highlights the serious industrial pollution in the fomer 

Eastern Europe which has caused widespread environmental damap (p. 311-315). 

Another exemplar links the environment to warfare when Saddam Hussein sabotaged oil 

terminais and wells during the Gulf war with resulting massive pollution (p. 231). 

Likewise. the use of "napalm" and "defoliants" by the US in the Vietnam war (p. 243) 

has caused long-term environmental damage and ill-health which was not mentioned by 

GF. 

Human rights educators will question however, GF's conclusion that environmentiil 

damage is Iargely a problem of the South: 

O w  of the greatest clinllcnges iitimnns face is in managing tlte Eartlt 's resotirces. 
This is n global problem and concem lis ail. The limited szîccess in the i~ld~istnkzl 
ivorld in coiitrolling pollution resoil rce exploitation and in reqcling resotirces is 
mirtchrd by ntinimal efforts in the non-iiiiiustrin1i:ed world. Men priorities are to 
Iiorise and feed a Iilingry poptîlation. environmrnrul concems are easily ignorecl. 
(p. 322) 

This analysis fails to help students see that North countries participate in 

environmental destruction worldwide through the activities of transnational corporations 

and also by maintainina a consumerist lifestyle that npidly depletes global resources 

(Brecher-Costello 1994). 



Educating for Cultural Rights 

As earlier noted, GF provides a good exemplar of the right to self-determination 

through the nationality issue in the former Soviet Union. However, this is also a valuable 

case for exploring the right to cultural development. As GF elaborates, 

Despite the Commrinists' attempt to eruse nationulism and fociis on an 
international proletariar. the old etlinic Ioyalties remain and national aspirations 
Zay smoldering. Potential conjlict arose no? only from the Russian domination of 
rninoriîy grorips but nlso frorn the CO-mingling of nationalities . . . Rim @cation 
p rograms in non - Russian reprrblics 1 ike Ukraine pro vided advantages for tizose 
individtials ivlio leanted the Riissian langiiage and became fnmiliar rvitlz Rtissian 
ctiltirre. This poli-. in combination with the practice of filling biireuiicratic posts 
w ith Russiun a h i n  istrators, fueled resentmen t in the non - Riissian repu bZics and 
led to civil iiprisings once a free press and freedom of assernbly >vus made 
possible by Glasnost. (p. 294) 

This example shows well that the right to cultural identity and development can 

remain strong despite yeûn of political domination. A more recent example occurred 

during the break up of Yugoslavia. After Tito's death, various ethnic, religious and 

historic groups began to seek independence leading to the violence of "ethnic clewsing" 

that GF defined as "slaughter and systematic npe of civilian populations" (p. 3 13). 

Unfortunately. GF does not explain the difference between "settlement" (as in settling 

the West. meaning European settlement of Nonh America or Western Nonh America). 

and "ethnic cleansing", whether creating laws to chase Anglophones from Quebec for a 

future Secession referendum qualifies or whether "ethnic cleansing" means physical 

genocide or extermination of groups of people but not "ethnic cleansing" bsed on 

language as pncticed by the Parti Quebecois in Quebec. GF needs to identify whose 

perspective is operating the canera Iens and how rational people should view it. 

GF also discusses the ongoing conflict over Chechnya's independence stniggle which 

led to Russian military intervention and widespread atrocities, especially on civilims (p. 

306). In this regard, GF should have reminded students of the nght to cultunl 



development and identity among the millions of indigenous peoples in China and as 

earlier rnentioned, the Tibetan peoples (World Guide, 1997- 1998). 

However, GF does mention the religious penecution between Muslims and Hindus in 

India which developed pnor to independence. In an effort to cunail the atrocities of inter- 

ethnic conflict, Britain expedited independence day for India and Palsistan to Augusr 15, 

1947 (p. 234735). Unfonunately, in the resultant process of relocation of about 12 

million people, 350,000 were killed during the trek. as they passed one another (p. 235). 

The Holocaust is another clear example of a violation of a right to cultural identity. 

CF rightly descnbes the penecution of an identifiable group and the planned execution 

ancilor enslavement of millions of people considered inferior as a "crime.* resulting frorn 

the idea of the "punty of the German nice" tnnslated into the racial purification plan of 

Heinrich Himmler and Adolf Eichman (p.51-53). GF explains Germany's pre-WWII plan 

to expand its temtory and in the process "inferior people" would have to be rnoved by 

force. denied education, political, social and civil rights. Some would be allowed to [ive 

if they worked for the state economy as de-pded sub-humans: while othen. if they were 

lewish. Gypsy or Slav, would ultimately be subjected to and administered the "Final 

Solution." which was a methodical pnoride. made possible by the careful records of 

identification and processing (p.5 1-53). 

On the specific right to languag development. GF refers to the preference of 

Ukninians to abandon the use of Russian. imposed under the earlier Russification era. as 

a state language and to use on1 y Ukrainian (p.3 1 1). 



CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

Summary and Reflections 

This study has provided a quditative content analysis of two textbooks used in the 

Alberta High School Social Studies Cumculum, narnely Twentieth Centiiry Canada and 

Global Forces of the Twentieth Centiiry. 

Guided by conceptuai issues of human rights education and a critical evaluative 

framework of hurnan rights theory and practice, this study sought to analyze the content 

of two senior high Social Studies textbooks in Alberta from the perspective of human 

rights education. Based on such a content analysis. the study drew implications for the 

role of Social Studies textbooks in promoting the understanding and practice of human 

rights among senior high school students. 

More specifically. the study asked what key concepts do Alberta's human rights 

education framework offer to students? Does it provide students with a sel of values to 

identify violations of human dignity (awareness) and whût to do about them (advociicy)'? 

What human rights education materials do the textbooks contain that are pertinent as 

tools for awareness and advocacy? The realization of univenal respect for human dignity 

and adherence to human rights requires enforcement, no matter how good the human 

nghts instruments or legislation. Do Alberta textbooks address such difficult issues for 

student contemplation? Do Alberta textbooks detail how good intentions have unexpected 

consequences? Do Alberta texts recognize that rights provide restraints and obligations 

on the rehtionship between and arnong States and citizens? 

M e n  confronted with a violation of their rights, do the Alberta textbooks provide 

hi$ school students with suficïent values, skills, and knowledge to recogize, verbalize 

and acnialize a remedy for themselves and for othea? Do the textbooks help to empower 

students to consider taking action to build a culture of human rights? 



This study, if textbooks Iack information that national and local human nghu 

organizations provide, suggests that Canadian fedenl and provincial govemments, and 

human rights organizations should be asked to contribute chapters to Social Snidies 

textbooks in order to provide a human rights education to a11 students in the province. At 

present, if the information in specialized packages is not in textbooks. then unless the 

students' teacher gathen the appropriate packages for students, a human rights education 

is unavailable to students. In the long terni, if a human rights education is to be a life 

long experience and pnctice. it will be textbooks that must provide students with a 

universal starting point. 

As detailed in Chapter 4. both textbooks are characterized by strengths as well as 

weaknesses in raising implications for human rights understanding and education. The 

books present numerous opportunities for students to think critically about the nnge of 

civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights as they relate to Canadian and 

international affain. The Grade 10 book, Twenrietlt Cenrtq Cmindu. provides more 

content and opportunities to raise awareness on civil, politicül and cultural rights than on 

economic and social rights. The Grade 12 book, Global Forces of the Twenrieth Cenriîry. 

likewise has an emphûsis on civil and political rights. Economic rights issues are more 

visible, but social and cultural rights are less analyzed. 

An interesting unexpected finding is that although Twentieth C e n f n ~  Canada is a 

textbook focusing on Canadian history and societal issues, there are numerous exemplm 

for also examinine human rights and human rights education in a global context. This 

reflects a strength of the book in locating the Canadian nation within the world 

community, md in its interactions with sociai, econornic, political and cultural forces in 

dl other regions. 

Global Forces in the Twentieth Cenhcry is clearly detailed in documenting the major 

histoncai events of the last century that saw so many bloody conflicts and in desaibing 

the complexities of nation States and their multiple interactions. Such detail is, on 



occasion, too descriptive and lacks analysis of the events in a way that would be more 

helpful to human rights education. However, the book does contain information and 

analyses which cm be directly or indirectly related to violations of human nghts and the 

challenges to build a culture of humm rights. 

In addition to the specific findings found in Chapter Four under each of the categories 

of educating for human rights, the following reflections provide further thought on the 

quality and relevance of the two textbooks for human rights education. 

From the philosophical viewpoint that what you think happens, the goal of human 

rights education is to change what we think so that Our values and choices result in more 

dignified local wd global communities. Do the two textbooks achieve such a goal? 

The two textbooks need to bring more penonal stories into the texts to introduce 

human elements and problems at a local level much more than they have. The textbooks 

aniilyzed tend to hover at the international or global level. making problems appear to be 

insurnountable and Ieaving a cold feeling of endless wars, dictatonhip and exploitation 

of the masses, who lack options. The need to promote a sense of empowerment that is 

vital in human rights education can be better fulfilled if the tentbook provide more 

exemplars and lessons of people struggling to attain their human rights. 

Do the two textbooks provide either awareness or knowledge of applicability to 

students? Alberta's textbooks need to explain the difference between political, civil, 

economic, social and cultural rights so that when students read about issues and events, 

they know how those issues and events may affect rights of various people, including 

themselves. Students should be enabled to understand the debate and arguments from 

conflicting perspectives, if they are to know how issues and events connect with certain 

rights or multiple categories of rights. 

Do the two textbooks address criteria used by govemments to justify the violation of 

rights and provide a means for students to assess the critena as either impartial or 

prejudicial? In practice, rights are not dways what they appear theoretically to be and 



how they are interpreted defines what they mean to Canadians. In TCC, there is 

inadequate explanation of the notwithstanding clause (section 33) and of section I in 

Canada's Charter that should tell students nghts are not absolute, that there m times 

when a govemment may justify violating them. The War Measures Act is the most 

controversial example and students need to recognize the many forms it tdces around the 

world, when governments justify suspending civil rights in actual or contrived situations 

deemed to be public emergencies. 

The difficult issue of the enforcement of rights rnay require the violation of rights. 

Neither textbook discussed how to enforce nghts when they are violated, except that 

peace keepers p in to keep order. But how do they keep order? Do they kill. should they 

be aggressive and offensively seek out the violaton or should they take a defensive stand 

and only respond with force if threatened and should that be deadly or non-lethal? 1 

semhed for that kind of debate but 1 did not find one. The United States and China use 

the delith penalty. Should a state execute its citizens? No discussion on the issue was 

found. 

There was no explanation or contemplation thüt good intentions can have unintended 

and unfavonble consequences that injure many people. Neither did any of the textbooks 

discuss the rights and obligations of States and citizens. What kind of treatment should a 

penon expect from the state? What type of conduct should a state expect from a citizen? 

Why do we pay taxes and how do we know when they are too high and affect our social 

and econornic rights? 

There is a h u g  gap in the textbooks anaiyzed when it cornes to explanations of social 

rights to education and to health c m  in panicular. What kind of education do students 

have P right to receive and h m  what age until what age? Should everyone have 

universal health care whatever their age? 

The textbooks contain no measure of whether today's world violates nghts more or 

less than previous years. Students will have the feeling th; x ~ i  rrc i;i;vd:r.t and nghts 



are violated during wars and how does the textbook hande the problem of murder being 

a crime in al1 civil societies but murder is expected in times of war? There is no 

discussion of the problem in either of the textbooks. 

Do students look to see who has ratified and implemented international rights 

conventions into national Iaws or do they look to see who hm ntified and broken the 

rights they promise to uphold? No critena were presented to students. 

The textbooks mention a few NGOs active in human rights promotion and advocacy 

worldwide, such as Amnesty International and Docton without Borders. A wider 

reference to such awareness and advocacy organizations would be helpful for the 

empowerment process for students. The textbooks offer little for tnnsformative action in 

the content but they do contain questions that send students to investigate issues that may 

allow them to derive solutions. 

Social wrong are not necessarily identified but students will discover that they have 

recognized them if they developed an understanding of the issues and events. Othenvise, 

they may read the events without necessarily seeing the social wrones and alternative 

perspectives possible. The textbooks genenlly do not attempr to directly appl y values of 

humm rights to the issues and events unless the events themselves addressed the problem 

by some means. If the event does not contain a solution, alternatives are not discussed. 

Histones tend to be presented as factual representations without much speculation on 

al temative scenarios. 

In using these two textbooks, teachers concemed with human rights education will 

need to look at the npple effects of violated rights, so that students understand many 

other rights may also be affected, besides the nght they have noticed at first glance. Ail 

rights, whatever category, are deeply interconnected TCC, in contrast to GF, is more 

amenable to human rights education because of its thematic approach to Canadian history 

and society rather than the focus on wars, time periods, and nation States. Human rights is 

relegated as a by-product of the other purposes for organizing school texts, maidy 



historicai and factual events, smictural in describing political systems and functional in 

seeing how govemment is supposed to work. The two textbooks reflect this tendency. 

Are the students empowered with the knowledge of human rights to enable them to 

defend their nghts, the rights of othen and to prevent themselves from going into 

situations where they nsk violations of their nghts? Respect for the dignity of al1 people 

may be found in the text books but it is not highlighted so that the students know they 

should be respectful of the dignity of al1 people, rather than only their friends and people 

like them. Tolennce of differences is not emphasized enough in the textbooks to allow 

students to realize that differences provide a divenity and richness that makes al1 lives 

better, meaning differences should not be ridiculed. 

Women attaining voting rights are detniled but not the value of their education for 

food production or population control. equal pay for equal work. amount of unpaid work. 

or percentag holding high level positions in society. As detûiled in Chlipter 4. the area 

of women's human rights is much neglected, as well as the powerful contributions of 

women's movements worldwide to build a culture of human rights and peace. 

Likewise. the rights of indigenous peoples deserve more prominence in the textbooks. 

While TCC does provide opponunities for students to undentand human rights violations 

and promotions for Canada's Aboriginal people. the analysis needs to be more critical. 

Disclosures of abuse of Aboriginal children by govemment and church opented schools 

is nowhere to be found in either text. CF, although it nises the issue of human rights in a 

context of self-determination and ethnic nationaiism, dso needs a more systematic 

presentation. 

In the area of economic ri$&, the textbooks studied do not contain sufficient material 

for a critical understanding of the redities of under developrnent and development that 

cause so much human suffenng. The tendency to favor the modemization paradigm of 

development in both texts means that students will not be able to fuily understand the role 

of economic power of States and elites in the globalized economy. Hence, they will be 



less empowered to work for global justice that is required for the fulfillment of economic 

and social rights of al1 peoples. 

The distinction between individual and collective nghts did not surface in the 

textbooks, although as earlier noted, TCC does provide a whole chapter on human rights 

and citizenship. Constitutions appear and disappear with revolutions and new 

govemments, allegedly improving societies, but their reiationship with rights is not well 

explained. Students would not connect the legislators' constitutional limits to infrinp 

rights as a reason why constitutions always follow revolutions, coupes and ideological 

changes. Nor would students recognize that constitutions alone, as mere pieces of paper, 

are insufficient to protect rights of individuals against govemments that choose to violate 

them. Foms of civil protest are not detailed in any comprehensive way and students are 

likely to equate protesting with televisions images of being beaten by police or thrown in 

jail. Letter wtiting. passive resistance and active involvement are means that need to be 

explained and advocated in the texts, detailing what they have accomplished in the p s t  

and what they can achieve. 

In sum, if these textbooks are to be used by teachers with a vision to integrate human 

rights education into Social Studies, there will be a need to provide supplementary 

information and critical analyses to help students interpret the various historical and 

societal events and forces through a human rights lens. The findings of this study müy 

hopefully be considered in the wnting of future editions of the textbooks so as to 

suengthen the human rights education dimension. 

However, there will be a need for the Alberta Social Studies curriculum to be 

examined and revised from a human ri&& education perspective. Textbook authors and 

publishers are guided by curriculum guidelines. Hence, changes in the ctmiculum will 

send signals to authoa to revise their content and interpretations of the topic. Hopefully, 

the current design of a new Social Studies curriculum under the Western Protocol will 

provide students with more human rights education perspectives. Alberta Learning has a 



responsibility to emphasize and facilitate the reading of Social Studies in order to 

promote humm rights education in Alberta schools. As a nation claiming to be a leader 

in human rights in the world, Canadian educational authonties should demonstrate it by 

its school cumculum. 

Implications for Further Research 

This study hûs been limited by time and resources to only two social studies textbooks. 

Clearly. a more systematic content analysis of some of the other recommended textbooks 

will be a useful extension of this study. The results of this study dernonstnte that the 

coding framework employed. as well as the strategy for thematic content analysis, is 

feeasible and effective for examining the human rights implications of the textbooks. 

There is no chim of course that a content analysis of textbooks reflect the full 

cumculum and pedagogical processes in actual Social Studies c1;issrooms. Alberta 

teachen may alreridy be taking opportunities to complement the textbook content and 

ûnalysis with alternative ideüs that expose human rights concepts and ernpowerment to 

students. as has been happening in for example. the ATA Global Education Project 

during the '90s. Thus, further reseûrch could involve a sample of Social Studies teachers 

who have been using the textbooks examined in this study. Such a study would examine 

the teachen' awareness of limits and possibilities in using those textbooks as tools for 

human rights education. 

A coroIlary research investigation should look into existing and forthcorning new 

c ~ c u l u m  in Social Studies. How do these cumcula help promote learning and 

empowerment opportunities for Alberta Students in human rights? 

In a ment  email statement to the woridwide network of human rights educators, 

Shula Koenig (Aupst 7, 20ûû), Founding Direcior of the Peoples Decade for Human 

Rights Education, commented: 



Perhups the greatest dimil? is that people do not know what human rights is al1 
about, and [among] those who [do] know, their knowledge is v e q  
compartmentalized. Most think of it as a Iegal paradigm or merely a declararion 
called the Universal Declaration on Human Rights, a nice aspiration which 
rneans nothing to people's daily [Zives]. This indeed is the purpose of hriman 
rights educarion, to overcome this lack of iinderstanding, which cannot be 
achieved even through a thorisand courses in schools alone - and if hriman righis 
is not seen as a holistic guideline in the leamerf lijè, but appears as a sribject 
matter on issues - rather than a frameivork for life in digniy! . . .. Finally, there is 
a Zack of critical or political analysis aboiit human rights education by the 
edricators and teacliers themselves and a lack of men trying to promote 
systematic analysis of the place of human nghts and hrirnan rights edrication in 
social and economic transfomarion in the lifè of the leamer, such as the causes 
of ineqiiality and discrimination. instead of qiioting articles and declarutions. 

Hopefully this study on Alberta Social Studies textbooks will provide some lessons in 

the spirit of Koenig's observations. 
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